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INTRODUCTION

Freedom o f speech is among our most cherished rights, yet it 
has always been a contested domain. For most o f this century 
it has been the subject o f countless judicial battles and has 
sharply divided the Supreme Court. Indeed, the Pentagon P a
pers case o f the early 1970s was one o f the most fractious 
episodes in all Supreme Court history, involving a dispute 
between the Attorney General o f the United States and two 
highly respected newspapers, the New Tork Times and Wash
ington Post, and it left the Justices at odds with one another. 
Freedom o f speech has also been fiercely debated within po
litical circles, on the campuses o f the nation, and even around 
the dinner table—in contexts ranging from the 1921 trial o f 
Sacco and Vanzetti to the anti-Communist crusade o f the 
1950s.

To some observers, the current controversies over freedom 
of speech may not seem especially noteworthy; they may even 
be a bit tiresome. The issues may have changed—instead o f 
subversion and the alleged Communist menace, we now are 
preoccupied with such topics as hate speech and campaign
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finance—yet the divisions and passion they engender are all too 
familiar. I  believe, however, that such a perspective on today’s 
free speech controversies—seeing them as nothing more than 
a repetition o f the past—is mistaken. Something much deeper 
and much more significant is occurring. We are being invited, 
indeed required, to re-examine the nature o f the modern state 
and to see whether it has any role in preserving our most basic 
freedoms.

The debates o f the past were premised on the view that the 
state was the natural enemy o f freedom. It  was the state that 
was trying to silence the individual speaker, and it was the state 
that had to be curbed. There is much wisdom to this view, but 
it represents only a half truth. Surely, the state may be an 
oppressor, but it may also be a source o f  freedom. By consid
ering a wide variety o f the free speech controversies now in the 
headlines— hate speech, pornography, campaign finance, pub
lic funding o f the arts, and the effort to gain access to the mass 
media—I will try to explain why the traditional presumption 
against the state is misleading and how the state might become 
the friend, rather than the enemy, o f freedom.

This view—disquieting to some— rests on a number o f prem
ises. One is the impact that private aggregations o f power have 
upon our freedom; sometimes the state is needed simply to 
counteract these forces. Even more fundamentally, this view is 
predicated on a theory o f  the First Amendment and its guar
antee o f free speech that emphasizes social, rather than indi
vidualistic, values. The freedom the state may be called upon 
to foster is a public freedom. Although some view the First 
Amendment as a protection o f the individual interest in self- 
expression, a far more plausible theory, first formulated by 
Alexander Meiklejohn1 and now embraced all along the politi
cal spectrum, from Robert Bork2 to William Brennan,3 views 
the First Amendment as a protection o f popular sovereignty.
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The law’s intention is to broaden the terms o f public discussion 
as a way o f enabling common citizens to become aware o f the 
issues before them and o f the arguments on all sides and thus 
to pursue their ends fully and freely. A distinction is thus drawn 
between a libertarian and a democratic theory o f speech, and 
it is the latter that impels my inquiry into the ways the state 
may enhance our freedom.

The libertarian view—that the First Amendment is a protec
tion o f self-expression— makes its appeal to the individualis
tic ethos that so dominates our popular and political culture. 
Free speech is seen as analogous to religious liberty, which is 
also protected by the First Amendment. Yet this theory is 
unable to explain why the interests o f  speakers should take 
priority over the interests o f those individuals who are dis
cussed in the speech, or who must listen to the speech, when 
those two sets o f interests conflict. Nor is it able to explain why 
the right o f free speech should extend to the many institutions 
and organizations— CBS, NAACP, ACLU, First National Bank 
o f Boston, Pacific Gas &  Electric, Turner Broadcasting System, 
VFW— that are routinely protected under the First Amend
ment, despite the fact that they do not directly represent the 
individual interest in self-expression. Speech is valued so im
portantly in the Constitution, I maintain, not because it is a 
form o f self-expression or self-actualization but rather because 
it is essential for collective self-determination. Democracy al
lows the people to choose the form o f life they wish to live and 
presupposes that this choice is made against a background o f 
public debate that is, to  use the now famous formula o f Justice 
Brennan, “uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.”4

In some instances, instrumentalities o f the state will try 
to stifle free and open debate, and the First Amendment is 
the tried-and-true mechanism that stops or prevents such 
abuses o f state power. In other instances, however, the state
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may have to act to further the robustness o f  public debate 
in circumstances where powers outside the state are stifling 
speech. It may have to allocate public resources—hand out 
megaphones— to those whose voices would not otherwise be 
heard in the public square. It may even have to silence the 
voices o f some in order to hear the voices o f the others. Some
times there is simply no other way. The burden o f this book is 
to explore when such exercises o f the state’s power to allocate 
and regulate are necessary, and how they might be reconciled 
with, indeed supported by, the First Amendment.

INTRODUCTION
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The First Amendment— almost magisterial in its simplicity— is 
often taken as the apotheosis o f the classical liberal demand 
that the powers o f the state be limited. It provides that “Con
gress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom o f  speech, 
or o f the press.” The Supreme Court has read this provision 
not as an absolute bar to state regulation o f speech but more 
in the nature o f a mandate to draw a narrow boundary around 
the state’s authority.

The precise location o f this boundary has varied from age 
to age and from Court to Court, and even from Justice to 
Justice, but its position has always reflected a balance o f two 
conflicting interests—the value o f  free expression versus the 
interests advanced by the state to support regulation (the so- 
called countervalues). Sometimes the accommodation o f con
flicting interests has been achieved through the promulgation 
o f a number o f categories o f speech that may be subject to 
regulation. For example, the state has been allowed to regulate 
“fighting words” but not the “general advocacy o f ideas.” In 
other cases, the Court engaged in a more open and explicit
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balancing process in weighing the state’s interest against that 
o f  free speech. The rule that allows the state to suppress speech 
that poses a “clear and present danger” to a vital state interest 
might be the best example o f  this approach. In either instance, 
the Court has tried, sometimes more successfully than others, 
to attend to both value and countervalue and to seek an ac
commodation o f the two.

In trying to guide the Court in this process, Harry Kalven, 
Jr.—in my eyes the leading First Amendment scholar o f the 
modern period—pleaded with the Court to remember that 
freedom o f  speech is not “a luxury civil liberty.”1 In a more 
jocular mood, he expressed the same sentiment in saying, 
“Honor the countervalues.”2 Kalven was an ardent defender 
o f liberal values, always in favor o f  limiting the state, yet he felt 
that in its resolve to  protect speech, the Court should not in 
any way trivialize the interests o f the state. At the end o f the 
day, speech might well win, indeed, speech should win. But not, 
Kalven insisted, before the Court gave a sympathetic hearing 
to what the state was trying to accomplish. The Court must 
begin by attending to the state’s interests and treating them as 
fully worthy o f respect.

The 1960s was an extraordinary period o f American law, a 
glorious reminder o f all that it might accomplish. The decade 
was best known for progress made in racial equality and the 
reform o f the criminal process, but it was also marked by a 
number o f notable free speech victories. When, in his book 
A  Worthy Tradition} Kalven celebrated the evolution o f First 
Amendment doctrine over the course o f the twentieth century 
as an example o f the law working itself pure, he was referring 
above all to the free speech decisions o f the Warren Court in 
the 1960s. Although I am sympathetic to this reading o f  the 
sixties, I cannot help but wonder whether the free speech 
decisions o f that era represented a fair test o f Kalven’s faith that
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speech would win even if  the Court honored the counter-
values.

Take the Court’s repeated willingness to protect the protest 
activities o f the Southern civil rights movement.3 In those 
cases, the Southern states defended their actions in curbing 
free speech on the ground that they were attempting to pre
serve order. The Supreme Court listened to that defense with 
some measure o f seriousness, but the plea on behalf o f  main
taining order was impeached by the racial policies the states 
were pursuing in the name o f  that value. Order did not just 
mean order, but order that preserves segregation. Then, in the 
years following the Watts riots in Los Angeles in 1965 and the 
emergence o f the black power movement, the claims o f  order 
became somewhat distinct from the program o f preserving 
segregation. In that context the countervalue, order, could be 
engaged more sympathetically, but at the risk that free speech 
would not prevail. For example, in Walker v. City o f  Birm ing
hamy a majority o f the Justices upheld a criminal contempt 
citation against Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his followers 
for parading in defiance o f a restraining order, even though the 
state court had not given him an adequate opportunity to 
attack that order on free speech grounds.4 The case arose 
in 1963, but the Justices spoke in the different circumstances 
o f 1967 and were guided by the events that they saw before 
them then.

In truth, most o f the Warren Court’s First Amendment 
docket involved cases in which the countervalue advanced by 
the state was neither particularly alluring nor compelling, and 
for that reason the Court’s decisions in favor o f free speech 
generated widespread support. Examples are such landmarks 
as New Tork Times v. Sullivan (1964), Brandenburg v. Ohio 
(1969), and even, if  it can be included within the reaches o f 
the Warren Court, the Pentagon Papers case (1971). Like the

THE SILENCING EFFECT OF SPEECH
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early civil rights protest cases, these decisions are indeed im
portant free speech victories, in that an opposite result would 
have been a profound setback for the cause o f freedom. But at 
the same time we should recognize that these cases were not 
a true test o f  Kalven’s faith that free speech would prevail.

In New York Times v. Sullivan, the Court curbed the state’s 
capacity to protect reputation, but in fact the reputational 
interest in jeopardy was that o f public officials, who, in the 
Court’s view, necessarily assumed certain risks to their reputa
tion when they entered the political fray.5 In Brandenburg v. 
Ohio, the Court protected the advocacy o f  illegal conduct and 
tightened up the “clear and present danger” test, but it did so 
in a context devoid o f any true danger;6 the case involved a 
sparsely attended Klan rally in an isolated farm in Ohio. In the 
Pentagon Papers case the Court refused to give the Attorney 
General the injunction he sought against the publication o f a 
Department o f Defense document that was said to  threaten 
national security.7 Kalven marveled at the fact that this decision 
was handed down even when the nation was at war.8 But there 
was less to the countervailing claim o f national security ad
vanced by the Attorney General than first met the eye. Al
though the document in question was based on classified docu
ments and was itself classified as “Top Secret,” in truth it 
consisted o f nothing more than a historical study o f our in
volvement in Vietnam up until 1968. Moreover, the war was 
unpopular in many quarters; most o f the study was in the 
public domain by the time the Court spoke; and though the 
Court did in fact deny the government an injunction against 
further publication, a majority o f the Justices made clear that 
the government could protect a legitimate interest in secrecy 
by use o f the criminal law.

The situation is, however, entirely different with three o f 
the free speech issues that dominate public discussion today—
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hate speech, pornography, and campaign finance. They strain, 
indeed shatter, the liberal consensus because the counterval
ues offered by the state have an unusually compelling quality. 
These contemporary issues are a truer test o f Kalven’s faith in 
the ability o f  free speech to prevail over the countervalues.

IN A HOST decisive manner, the American constitutional order 
and its governing political philosophy were reshaped by Brown 
v. Board o f Education9 and the transformations that followed. 
Whereas the liberalism o f the nineteenth century was defined 
by the claims o f individual liberty and resulted in an unequivo
cal demand for limited government, the liberalism o f today 
embraces the value o f equality as well as liberty. Furthermore, 
contemporary liberalism acknowledges the role the state might 
play in securing equality and sometimes even liberty. Admit
tedly, Roe v. WadeU) and its condemnation o f the criminaliza
tion o f abortion have given new vitality to the claims o f indi
vidual liberty, but never, I would insist, to the exclusion o f 
equality. Indeed, as most commentators and a number o f the 
Justices now recognize, Roe v. Wade is not fully explicable as a 
matter o f constitutional theory unless some account is taken 
o f equality and the consequences that criminalizing abortion 
would have upon the social status o f women.11

This transformation o f  the constitutional order and o f  liber
alism itself was not the work o f  the Supreme Court alone. In 
the 1960s all branches o f  government coordinated their efforts 
and produced such singular measures as the Civil Rights Act 
o f 1964, the Voting Rights Act o f 1965, and the Civil Rights 
Act o f 1968 .12 In the ensuing decades, as the Court and the 
presidency moved to the right, the leadership role fell to Con
gress.13 The momentum toward equal treatment continued 
even during the Reagan and Bush years and resulted in the
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Voting Rights Act o f  1982, the Americans with Disabilities Act 
o f 1990, and the Civil Rights Act o f 1991.14

As a result o f these developments, more and more spheres 
o f human activity—voting, education, housing, employment, 
transportation—have come to be covered by antidiscrimination 
law, so that today there is virtually no public activity o f any 
significance that is beyond its reach. Moreover, the protection 
o f the law has been extended to a wide array o f disadvantaged 
groups—racial, religious and ethnic minorities, women, the 
disabled. Soon it is likely to be extended to groups defined 
by their sexual orientation. Over the last forty or fifty years, 
civil rights laws have become essential to the American legal 
order.

The welfare policies o f the modern state fall short o f the lofty 
ambitions proclaimed by those who launched the War on Pov
erty in the 1960s. Today we are more tolerant o f  economic 
inequalities. But norms protecting the poor against discrimi
nation still have their force in certain special domains, such as 
the criminal and electoral processes.15 Moreover, despite re
peated assaults over the last twenty-five years, contemporary 
liberalism remains committed to satisfying the minimum needs 
o f the economically downtrodden, providing them, though 
sometimes inadequately, with access to food, housing, and 
medical care. Like the civil rights measures, these welfare poli
cies are actively embraced by contemporary liberalism.

Against this background, it is no surprise that in confronting 
the regulation o f hate speech, pornography, and campaign fi
nance today, many liberals find it difficult to choose freedom 
o f speech over the countervalues being threatened. The liber
als’ commitment to speech remains strong, as evidenced by 
their staunch support for the flag-burning decisions,16 but in 
all three o f these areas that commitment is being tested by 
exercises o f state power on behalf o f another o f liberalism’s de
fining goals— equality.
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Hate speech is regulated by the state on the theory that such 
expression denigrates the value and worth o f its victims and 
the groups to  which they belong.17 Equality can also be found 
at work in the new assault on pornography by some feminists, 
who object to pornography not for religious or moral reasons 
but on the ground that it reduces women to sexual objects and 
eroticizes their domination.18 In their view pornography leads 
to violence against women, including rape and domestic abuse, 
and beyond that to a pervasive pattern o f  social disadvan
tage, both in matters most intimate and in the public sphere. 
As with hate speech and pornography, the regulation o f expen
ditures in electoral campaigns is also impelled by egalitarian 
considerations.19 Some defend such regulation as a device to 
prevent corruption, but it can be understood in more generous 
terms—as a way o f enhancing the power o f  the poor, putting 
them on a more nearly equal political footing with the rich, 
thus giving them a fair chance to advance their interests and 
enact measures that will improve their economic position.

Each generation tends to emphasize its uniqueness, and so 
one must be careful not to overstate the significance o f the 
present moment. Regulations like the ones that so concern us 
today have been considered by the courts in earlier times. Yet 
I believe an important difference can be found in the depth o f 
the legal system’s commitment to equality today. Even in the 
1960s, equality was but an aspiration, capable o f moving the 
nation but still fighting to establish itself in the constitutional 
arena. Today, equality has another place altogether—it is one 
o f the center beams o f  the legal order. It  is architectonic.

When obscenity regulations were debated during the 1960s, 
consideration was o f course given to the alleged power o f 
sexually explicit films and magazines to arouse sexual drives 
and lead to rape. Litde attention was given, however, to the 
effect that their perceived risk o f rape might have on the day- 
to-day behavior o f women, and to the impact pornography
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might have on the way women are viewed in society. In this 
formative period o f obscenity doctrine, the egalitarian revolu
tion in the law brought about by Brown had begun to move 
from blacks to the poor but had not yet reached women, not 
even at the level o f ideology. True, a ban on gender discrimi
nation was placed in the fair employment section o f the Civil 
Rights Act o f 1964, but as all the world knew, that addition 
was intended to sink the measure rather than to extend it.20 
Until the 1970s, the Civil Rights Act ban against employment 
discrimination based on sex was systematically slighted by the 
enforcement agencies, though in the last twenty years great 
efforts have been made to catch up. Today, gender equality has 
as strong a claim to the law’s attention as does racial equality.

Many participants in the current debates readily acknow
ledge the pull o f equality but refuse to capitulate to it. They 
honor the countervalue, yet resolve the conflict between liberty 
and equality in favor o f liberty. The First Amendment should 
be first, they argue.21 Such a position makes claim to the more 
classical conception o f  liberalism, and perhaps for that very 
reason has achieved a privileged position in current debates. I t  
nevertheless seems vulnerable to  me, because no reason is given 
for preferring liberty over equality—for preferring the First 
Amendment over the Fourteenth. The firstness o f  the First 
Amendment appears to be little more than an assertion or 
slogan. Those favoring liberty often refer to the role that free 
speech played in securing equality during the 1960s, suggest
ing that free and open debate is a precondition for achieving a 
true and substantive equality. But certainly the converse may 
also be true: that a truly democratic politics will not be achieved 
until conditions o f equality have been fully satisfied.

In saying this, my intention is not to favor equality over 
liberty, to prefer the Fourteenth Amendment over the First 
Amendment, but only to acknowledge the difficulty, perhaps
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the impossibility, o f discovering a method o f choosing between 
these two values. The regulation o f hate speech, pornography, 
and political expenditures forces the legal system to choose 
between transcendent commitments— liberty and equality— 
and yet the Constitution provides no guidance as to how that 
choice should be made. I therefore cannot agree with those 
partisans, including Catharine MacKinnon, who defend such 
regulations by simply asserting the priority o f equality. They 
seem to be mirroring the error o f the libertarians who assert 
the priority o f speech.

I am also troubled by the attempt by Professor MacKinnon 
and others to work their way out o f this conflict in ultimate 
values by defining liberty (in the form o f free speech) out o f  the 
equation. MacKinnon argues that pornography is not speech 
at all but rather action, thus denying it the privileged status 
accorded to speech as an especially protected liberty.22 In  mak
ing this argument, she draws on a mode o f  analysis that was 
advanced in academic circles by Thomas Emerson at Yale23 and 
that was once expounded by Justice Hugo Black.24 I  myself 
have doubts as to the usefulness o f the speech/action distinc
tion as a general First Amendment methodology because it 
masks all the hard judgments that the First Amendment re
quires. But even putting those more general concerns to one 
side, it seems to me that the distinction between action and 
speech is misplaced in this context.

Some forms o f pornography—for example, movies and pho
tographic magazines— may use women in the very process by 
which they are produced; the women who participate in such 
a productive process may well be engaged in action. Similarly, 
pornography may be one o f the many causes or triggers o f 
human action, including masturbation and violence against 
women. For that reason, pornography may be properly con
sidered, as Catharine MacKinnon once said, as a mechanism

THE SILENCING EFFECT OF SPEECH
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o f transmitting action from one domain to another. Still, I 
would insist, pornography itself is not reducible to either the 
action that produced it or the action that it causes but is a form 
o f speech. Pornography is an expression o f the creators and 
producers o f the work and is most certainly part o f the dis
course by which the public understands itself and the world 
it confronts. A similar point can be made about hate speech, 
even when the speech in question might be characterized as 
"fighting words,” “intimidation,” or “harassment.” Like por
nography or for that matter much o f art and literature, hate 
speech may appeal to our affective sentiments and be both the 
cause and the product o f human action, but nonetheless is 
speech.

The effort to define the speech element out o f  hate speech 
and pornography defies common understanding o f what is 
speech. An analogous argument was advanced in the context 
o f campaign finance by Judge Skelly Wright in the 1970s, but 
in this case the argument has ordinary usage on its side.25 His 
purpose was to justify regulating political expenditures against 
the argument that it violated the speech rights o f the person 
making these expenditures. To put the regulations beyond the 
reach o f the First Amendment, Judge Wright insisted that 
money is not speech. Once again, my inclination is to resist the 
easy way out and to claim, in defiance o f common usage, that 
money is speech, or more accurately, that the act o f spending 
money is as expressive an activity as parading and as important 
a method o f advancing one’s political values as selling a book.

People sometimes give money to candidates or spend money 
on behalf o f a cause as a way o f communicating something 
about themselves or their beliefs. But even when political ex
penditures are purely instrumental and lack any expressive ele
ments, they can still make claim to the First Amendment. The 
instruments needed to make a speaker’s message effective and
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to bring the ideas to the public are protected by the First 
Amendment, though perhaps not as intensely as the speech 
itself. Account must be taken o f the fact that the First Amend
ment protects not only the writing o f books but also the 
facilities and institutions necessary to distribute books to the 
public.

IT MAY THUS seem that we have arrived at an impasse. We cannot 
avoid the problem posed by state regulation o f hate speech, 
pornography, and campaign finance by simply defining speech 
out o f  the equation, and we have no principled way o f resolving 
the conflict between liberty and equality. As a result, liberals 
have been divided, almost at war with themselves, some favor
ing liberty, some equality. We may have to live with this sorry 
state o f  affairs; but there may be another way o f framing the 
issue that moves beyond this battle between transcendent val
ues. Perhaps the regulations in question can be seen as them
selves furthering, rather than limiting, freedom o f speech

This understanding o f what the state is seeking to accom
plish would transform what at first seemed to be a conflict 
between liberty and equality into a conflict between liberty and 
liberty. This formulation would not make all disagreements go 
away, nor would it obviate the need for hard choices, but it 
would place those choices within a common matrix. It would 
make the controversy over regulation less a battle over ultimate 
values, a fruitless inquiry into whether the Fourteenth or the 
First Amendment comes first, and more a disagreement among 
strong-minded people working to  achieve a common purpose: 
free speech.

In the history o f free speech, the state has sometimes de
fended the regulation o f  speech in the name o f liberty. For ex
ample, during the height o f  the Cold War, suppression o f  the
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Communist Party and its leadership was often justified in terms 
o f saving America from Stalinism.26 The fear was that commu
nist propaganda would, in time, be persuasive and would lead 
to the overthrow o f the government or even the establish
ment o f a totalitarian dictatorship. Characteristically, liberals 
responded that the remedy was more speech, not state regu
lation.

With pornography, hate speech, and campaign regulation, 
however, the alleged threat to freedom coming from speech is 
more direct and immediate. The claim is not that the speech 
will persuade listeners to act in a certain fashion— for instance, 
creating a new form o f dictatorship or subjugating various 
disadvantaged groups in society. Rather, the fear is that the 
speech will make it impossible for these disadvantaged groups 
even to participate in the discussion. In this context, the classic 
remedy o f more speech rings hollow. Those who are supposed 
to respond cannot.

It is asserted that hate speech tends to diminish the victims’ 
sense o f worth, thus impeding their full participation in many 
o f the activities o f civil society, including public debate. Even 
when these victims speak, their words lack authority; it is as 
though they srtid nothing. This silencing dynamic has also been 
attributed to pornography.27 In this view, pornography reduces 
women to sexual objects, subordinating and silencing them. It 
impairs their credibility and makes them feel as though they 
have nothing to contribute to public discussion. In an even 
clearer case, unlimited political expenditures not only perpetu
ate the unequal distribution o f wealth and put the poor at a 
disadvantage in the political arena but also may have the effect 
o f silencing the poor. The rich may, for example, so dominate 
advertising space in the media and other public domains that 
the public will, in effect, hear only their message. As a result, 
the voice o f the less affluent may simply be drowned out.28
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In each o f these cases the agency threatening speech values 
is not the state itself. Nor need it be. The call for state inter
vention is based not on the theory that the activity to be 
regulated is inherendy a violation o f the First Amendment (a 
claim that would require, as a purely technical matter, a show
ing o f state action) but only on the theory that fostering full 
and open debate— making certain that the public hears all that 
it should— is a permissible end for the state. Even if the silenc
ing dynamic is wrought solely by private hands— for example, 
by the person who hurls racial epithets or publishes pornogra
phy or uses superior economic resources to dominate political 
campaigns— there is ample basis for intervention. The state is 
merely exercising its police power to further a worthy public 
end, as it does when it enacts gun control or speed limit laws. 
In this case, the end happens to be a conception o f democracy 
which requires that the speech o f the powerful not drown out 
or impair the speech o f the less powerful.

While the promotion o f democratic values is a worthy—in
deed, a compelling—public purpose, a question can be raised 
about the method by which that goal is pursued, specifically, 
whether it is consistent with the First Amendment. State regu
lation o f the type we are considering might promote, under 
the best o f assumptions, the speech rights o f  women, minori
ties, and the poor, but it necessarily diminishes the speech 
rights o f racists, pornographers, and the rich. What gives the 
state the right to choose the speech rights o f one group over 
the other? The answer to this question depends in large part 
on how we conceive the speech interests at stake, which in turn 
falls back on the distinction between libertarian and democratic 
conceptions o f freedom.

I f  nothing more were involved than the self-expressive in
terests o f each group, say the desire o f the racist and the interest 
o f the would-be victim each to speak his or her mind, then
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there would indeed be something arbitrary about the state’s 
choosing one group over the other, I believe that something 
more is involved, however. The state is not trying to arbitrate 
between the self-expressive interests o f the various groups but 
rather trying to establish essential preconditions for collec
tive self-governance by making certain that all sides are pre
sented to the public. I f  this could be accomplished by simply 
empowering the disadvantaged groups, the state’s aim would 
be achieved. But our experience with affirmative action pro
grams and the like has taught us that the matter is not so 
simple. Sometimes we must lower the voices o f some in order 
to hear the voices o f others.

In conceiving o f state regulation o f hate speech, pornogra
phy, and campaign finance in this manner, equality once again 
makes an appearance. But now the value is rooted in the First 
Amendment, not the Fourteenth Amendment. The concern is 
not simply with the social standing o f the groups that might 
be injured by the speech whose regulation is contemplated. 
Rather, the concern is with the claims o f those groups to a full 
and equal opportunity to participate in public debate— the 
claims o f these groups to their right to free speech, as opposed 
to their right to equal protection. The state, moreover, is hon
oring those claims not because o f  their intrinsic value or to 
further their self-expressive interests but only as a way o f  fur
thering the democratic process. The state is trying to  protect 
the interest o f  the audience— the citizenry at large— in hearing 
a full and open debate on issues o f public importance.

RECONCEPTUALIZING the problems presented by hate speech, por
nography, and campaign finance in this way might seem to 
accord easily with the traditional framework. It turns out that 
the countervalue we take seriously is not the bland public
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order, nor even the more alluring value o f equality, but democ
racy itself. Indeed, one way o f describing the situation is simply 
to say that now speech appears on both sides o f the equa
tion, as a value threatened by the regulation and as the coun
tervalue furthered by it. But even this way o f  putting the matter 
radically understates the depth o f the challenge we confront. 
Whereas the traditional framework rests upon the old liberal 
idea that the state is the natural enemy o f freedom, now we 
are being asked to imagine the state as the friend o f freedom.

Resistance to this reversal o f the traditional dialectic o f  free
dom is considerable. In part it is founded on an absolutist 
reading o f the First Amendment as a bar to any state regula
tion o f speech whatsoever.29 This view o f the First Amend
ment proclaims that “no law” means “no law,” which is cer
tainly true, but as Alexander Meiklejohn emphasized, what the 
First Amendment prohibits is laws abridging “the freedom o f 
speech,” not a freedom to speak.30 The phrase “the freedom 
o f speech” implies an organized and structured understanding 
o f freedom, one that recognizes certain limits as to what should 
be included and excluded. This is the theory upon which 
speech regulation that aims to protect national security or pub
lic order is sometimes allowed; it should be equally available 
when the state is trying to preserve the fullness o f debate. In
deed, the First Amendment should be more embracing o f such 
regulation, since that regulation seeks to further the demo
cratic values that underlie the First Amendment itself.

Although the Supreme Court has never taken kindly to 
absolutism in its reading o f the First Amendment, over the 
course o f the last twenty-five years it has increasingly fallen back 
on a principle that would seriously impair— though perhaps 
not altogether bar— the state’s capacity to protect freedom. 
This is the principle o f content neutrality, which prohibits the 
state from regulating speech on the basis o f what is being said.
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Starting with Buckley v. Valeo,31 the Court has adamantly 
resisted mandatory limitations on political expenditures, even 
on the premise that these limitations prevent distortions o f 
public debate. Time and again, the Court has declared that the 
First Amendment prohibits the state from restricting the voice 
o f some so as to enhance the voice o f others.32 No justification 
was offered for this stance when it was initially proclaimed, but 
it seems to make appeal to the principle o f content neutrality. 
In later cases, the Court explicitly linked the Buckley manifesto 
to that principle.33

On the issue o f hate speech, the Court has not been so coy. 
In the 1992 decision in R.A.V.V. St. Paul—the so-called cross- 
burning case— the Court struck down the City o f St. Paul’s 
hate speech ordinance on the ground that it was not content 
neutral.34 The Court assumed the ordinance proscribed only 
“fighting words,” a category o f expression that was within the 
power o f  the state to regulate or even suppress. Nonetheless, 
the Court invalidated the ordinance on the ground that it was 
partial. The “fighting words” o f racists or sexists were prohib
ited but not those o f individuals fighting racism or sexism. The 
state was favoring the tolerant over the intolerant. As Justice 
Scalia, writing for the majority, put it, “St. Paul has no author
ity to license one side to fight free style, while requiring the 
other to follow Marquis o f Queensbury Rules.”35

The Supreme Court has allowed the regulation o f obscenity, 
provided that it stays within the bounds provided by the so- 
called M iller test,36 but it has not yet had occasion to hear a 
case involving a regulation specifically structured to respond 
to feminist concerns regarding pornography. Its decision in 
the hate speech case, however, is indicative o f  how it might 
rule. Indeed, in justifying his conclusion in R.A.V., Justice 
Scalia took as his first premise the view that a partial regula
tion o f obscenity—a law that proscribed only obscenity that
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was critical o f the city government—would be unconstitu
tional because it transgressed the rule requiring content neu
trality.37 Several years earlier a similar line o f reasoning was used 
by Judge Frank Easterbrook in the Seventh Circuit Court o f 
Appeals to strike down an Indianapolis ordinance that was 
aimed specifically at sexually explicit material that subordinated 
women.38

The principle o f content neutrality bars the state from trying 
to control the people’s choice among competing viewpoints 
by favoring or disfavoring one side in a debate. So understood, 
the principle has powerful appeal and can be profitably applied 
in many contexts. The abortion protests o f the modern day 
provide one. It would violate democratic principles for the 
state to adopt a rule protecting parades and demonstrations 
by those who favor the right to abortion while clamping down 
on “pro-life” forces. On the other hand, content neutrality is 
not an end in itself and should not be reified. The principle 
responds to some underlying concern that the state might 
use its power to skew debate in order to advance particular 
outcomes, and this purpose should always be kept in mind. 
Accordingly, the principle should not be extended to situ
ations like hate speech, pornography, and political expendi
tures, in which private parties are skewing debate and the state 
regulation promotes free and open debate. In those cases, the 
state may be disfavoring certain speakers— the cross-burner, 
the pomographer, or the big spender—and make judgments 
based on content, but arguably only to make certain that all 
sides are heard. The state is simply acting as a fair-minded 
parliamentarian, devoted to  having all views presented.

In an earlier period, a number o f First Amendment theorists, 
including Meiklejohn and Kalven—the architects o f the liberal 
position— acknowledged that the state might sometimes have 
to act as a parliamentarian. But they assumed that the state

THE SILENCING EFFECT OF SPEECH
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could discharge that function simply by following Robert’s 
Rules o f Order: a predetermined method o f  proceeding based 
not on what was transpiring in debate but rather on some 
universal abstract principle like temporal priority.39 Today, that 
conception is not sufficient. A parliamentarian must be sen
sitive to the limitations that resources—such as time and 
money—place on debate and might well have to say, “We have 
heard a lot from this side already. Perhaps others should get a 
chance to speak before we vote.” A fair parliamentarian wants 
vigorous expression o f  views but is also sensitive to the excesses 
o f advocacy and the impact o f such excesses on the quality o f 
debate. A fair parliamentarian might sometimes have to inter
rupt and say, “Can’t you restrain yourself? You have been so 
abusive in the way you have put your point that many have 
withdrawn from the debate altogether.”

O f course, any regulation o f debate is likely to have an 
impact upon the public’s final decision on a policy issue; any 
regulation o f process is likely to affect outcome. Hearing two 
sides o f a debate may well produce a decision different from 
that arrived at if only one side is heard. In that sense, the use 
o f the principle o f content neutrality to bar the regulation o f 
hate speech, pornography, and campaign finance might seem 
similar to its use in the case o f abortion protests, where state 
regulation would have the effect o f favoring one side o f the 
debate over the other. But there is a crucial difference.

When the state acts as a parliamentarian, its purpose is not 
to determine outcome, nor even to preserve public order (as 
it might be in the abortion protest case) but rather to ensure 
the robustness o f public debate. Such a goal changes the analy
sis altogether. It is not that the enrichment o f public debate is 
a more worthy goal than, say, the maintenance o f public order, 
and thus more capable o f excusing the impact that regulation 
has upon process and thus upon outcome. It  may be that; but 
I am making a more fundamental point, namely, that the skew-
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ing o f outcome by the enhancement o f debate is no cause for 
concern. There is no wrong. What democracy exalts is not 
simply public choice but rather public choice made with full 
information and under suitable conditions o f reflection. From 
democracy’s perspective, we should not complain but rather 
applaud the fact that outcome was affected (and presumably 
improved) by full and open debate.

In speaking o f  the state as parliamentarian, Meiklejohn and 
Kalven treated society as though it were one gigantic town 
meeting. Recently, Professor Robert Post has insisted that such 
a view ultimately rests on antidemocratic premises, and he has 
criticized this way o f understanding society.40 According to 
Post, while actual town meetings take place against a back
ground in which the participants agree to an agenda—some
times implicitly or informally—no such assumptions can be 
made about civil society. In the constant conversation that is 
civil society, no one is ever out o f order and no idea is ever 
beyond consideration. Civil society, he argued, can be thought 
o f as a town meeting only if  it too has an agenda, but the 
setting o f an agenda would require a certain measure o f  dicta
torial action by the state, what Post would regard as an exer
cise o f its managerial powers, thus flouting the radical demo
cratic— almost anarchic— possibilities that might be realized. 
Genuine democratic principles, according to Post, require that 
citizens set the public agenda and always be free to reset it.

The notion o f a town meeting does indeed presuppose an 
agenda—there must be some standard o f relevance— but agen
das, either o f actual town, meetings or o f the more metaphoric 
type, need not be set by the deliberate action o f the participants 
nor imposed by an external force, such as the state. They can 
evolve more organically. In democratic societies there is always 
an agenda structuring public discussion— one week nuclear 
proliferation, the next health care— even though that agenda 
is not set by a particular agent or authority.
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Society is more than a town meeting, and the state is sig
nificantly more than a parliamentarian. The state is also the 
embodiment o f distinctive substantive policies, and those in 
control o f its power have a vested interest in how debates are 
resolved. Sly politicians may say that they are regulating con
tent in order to enrich public debate and to make certain that 
the public hears from all sides, but their purpose may, in fact, 
be to determine outcome or to further certain policies. This 
danger strikes me as particularly acute in the area o f campaign 
finance, where incumbents may limit expenditures as a way o f  
insulating themselves from the challenges o f newcomers.

This danger must be confronted and dealt with direcdy. 
Those in charge o f designing institutions should place the 
power to regulate content—to act as a parliamentarian— in 
agencies that are removed from the political fray. It is never a 
good idea to choose to chair a meeting someone who is keenly 
invested in one outcome. In addition, a heavy burden o f scru
tinizing the state’s action should fell to the judiciary, especially 
because it stands apart from the political fray. In discharging 
this task, the judiciary should not look at the motive— stated 
or otherwise— for the action but must carefully determine what 
the overall effect o f the state regulation is upon public debate. 
The court must ask itself: Will the regulation actually enhance 
the quality o f debate, or will it have the opposite effect?

An inquiry into the impact o f state intervention on the 
quality o f debate is a difficult, somewhat tortuous exercise, and 
it is hard to know how it might come out in the three problems 
under consideration. I have grouped hate speech, pornogra
phy, and campaign finance together because o f  my theoretical 
interests— because I perceive them as presenting a similar chal
lenge to received First Amendment doctrine— and not because 
I believe they all need to be resolved the same way. Although 
it is clear to me that, in grappling with these issues, the courts
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have erred in relying on a reified version o f the principle o f 
content neutrality, it is possible that even within a framework 
that conceives o f the state as a parliamentarian and allows it 
sometimes to make content judgments, the courts might in 
fact conclude that the action o f the state narrows debate and 
thus, in result alone, still come out the way they did.

That said, I do not believe that Buckley v. Valeo, invalidating 
the limitations on political expenditures, could be defended in 
these terms. The law in question in that case was enacted in 
the wake o f Watergate and rested on a sober congressional 
judgment, amply supported by the evidence, about the distort
ing effect that unlimited political expenditures have on politics. 
But hate speech and pornography present more difficult issues. 
The silencing effect attributed to these two forms o f speech 
depend on a more subtle psychological dynamic— one that 
disables or discredits a would-be speaker. In the specific case 
that comes before the court, the dynamic might not be pre
sent, or the chosen correctives might be clumsy, causing more 
distortions in public debate than they cure. The traditional 
remedy—more speech—might be far better. It is hard to be 
certain about these matters, especially when operating at this 
level o f abstraction. Two points can be made about hate speech 
and pornography, however.

First, a failure o f theory can lead to a failure o f inquiry. 
Unable to appreciate or even acknowledge the possibility that 
they were confronted with a situation in which speech was both 
the threatened value and the countervalue, the courts in the 
St. Paul and Indianapolis cases invalidated the laws in question 
without even giving the state an opportunity to show how 
these forms o f speech actually distort public debate or that the 
regulatory measures in question were appropriate correctives. 
The courts declared the laws invalid on their face.

Second, in arriving at their judgments, the courts in these
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cases failed to give any weight to the Fourteenth Amendment 
version o f  the equality value, and this failure strikes me as an 
error. From the perspective o f the First Amendment, we must 
attend to the silencing effect o f hate speech and pornography 
on disadvantaged groups—how certain forms o f speech violate 
the equal right to free speech o f those groups; but this atten
tion should not blind us to the impact that speech has upon 
the broader social status o f those groups, that is, to the Four
teenth Amendment ramifications o f those two forms o f speech.

Even if  the Fourteenth Amendment does not take priority 
over the First, that does not mean that the Fourteenth Amend
ment should be accorded no weight at all in the judicial calcu
lus. Denying the priority o f the Fourteenth Amendment does 
not obliterate it. I t  may have been hard to sustain the St. Paul 
hate speech ordinance and the Indianapolis pornography ordi
nance simply as speech-enhancing measures, but it may have 
been possible to compensate for the deficit o f the First Amend
ment analysis and to tip the scale in favor o f the state by 
broadening the focus o f inquiry and taking into consideration 
the further cause o f equality. All the countervalues should be 
honored.

A more powerful state creates dangers, there is no denying 
that; but the risk o f these dangers materializing and an estimate 
o f the harm that they will bring into being has to be weighed 
against the good that might be accomplished. We should never 
forget the potential o f  the state for oppression, never, but at 
the same time, we must contemplate the possibility that the 
state will use its considerable powers to promote goals that lie 
at the core o f a democratic society—equality and perhaps free 
speech itself.
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In the history o f political philosophy, the state has taken many 
forms. In the most familiar, the state acts in what might be 
called a regulatory manner, issuing commands and prohibi
tions and using the power at its disposal to enforce those 
directives. This is how the state typically acts in the crimi
nal law—the state as policeman— and also in civil proceedings 
when it assesses damages and issues injunctions, and in a great 
deal o f the administrative process when it issues cease-and-de
sist orders.

There is, however, another sphere o f state activity o f growing 
importance in the twentieth century, in which the state acts 
not as a regulator but as an allocator.1 In this guise it awards 
licenses, builds and rents apartments, hires and fires people, 
buys books for libraries, funds and manages universities, and 
provides money for the arts. Some o f these activities have no 
discernible connection to freedom o f speech, but many do, 
either because subsidies are provided to speakers or because 
the award o f benefits, such as jobs or passports, is tied to cer
tain conditions affecting speech.
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Most First Amendment scholars have focused on the regu
latory function o f the state and in that context have presented 
the Constitution as creating a shield around the street-corner 
speaker, protecting the individual citizen from the menacing 
arm o f the policeman. They forged the First Amendment into 
an instrument o f classical liberalism. In Chapter 1 1 argued that 
this understanding o f the First Amendment has to be radically 
adjusted to take account o f the silencing effects o f speech itself, 
when the state must act as a parliamentarian. In this chapter I 
will argue that the traditional view is even less adequate when 
confronting the state as allocator. Placing boundaries between 
state and speaker or conceiving o f the First Amendment as a 
shield around the street-corner speaker has virtually no mean
ing in the allocative context, for in every allocation there is 
necessarily an interaction between the state and the citizen.

Some who have pursued classical liberalism to an extreme 
insist that the state not make grants to speakers at all. They 
would have a wall constructed between speech and the state, 
much like the wall separating religion and the state. This view 
may have some superficial appeal in discussing allocations to 
what some see as “frill-activities”— the favorite targets are pub
lic funding for the arts and public broadcasting— but becomes 
untenable when the question o f public libraries and public 
education arises. In these cases, it is well understood that an 
abandonment o f state funding would leave these activities, and 
thus our entire cultural and intellectual life, to the vicissitudes 
o f the market or to the whims o f those with enormous aggre
gations o f wealth.

The more sensible approach is to start with public funding 
o f cultural programs as an established fact o f contemporary life 
and to use the First Amendment to protect against abuses o f 
power in the administration o f  these programs. As a purely 
legal matter, all agree that the Constitution applies to state al
locations as well as regulations. A grant by the state, like a
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criminal prosecution, is an act o f the state and thus subject to 
the constraints o f the First Amendment. Disagreement arises, 
however, over how the First Amendment applies and the de
gree to which it applies. Specifically, the question is whether 
the allocative state should be subjected to the same strict scru
tiny as the regulatory one when it comes to speech.

THE QUESTION o f formulating appropriate First Amendment 
standards for the activist state and its allocative processes has 
come up in many different settings in recent years, but never 
more urgently than in the controversy generated by the deci
sion o f the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) to  sup
port an exhibition o f Robert Mapplethorpe’s work. Mapple
thorpe was a New York photographer who died o f  AIDS in 
March 1989 at the age o f 42. Shortly before his death a ret
rospective o f his work was organized by the Institute o f  Con
temporary Art o f the University o f Pennsylvania and funded 
by the NEA. Senator Jesse Helms o f North Carolina, long a 
prominent figure in conservative circles, denounced a number 
o f the photographs in the retrospective as “filth” and “trash” 
and complained about the use o f federal funds to support the 
project.2

In its entirety, the Mapplethorpe retrospective consisted o f 
175 photographs.3 Some, like the portraits o f celebrity friends 
or the pictures o f flowers, Helms apparently found inoffensive. 
The Senator’s attack focused primarily on three groups o f pho
tographs o f an entirely different nature. The first consisted o f 
photographs o f children o f Mapplethorpe’s friends. Included 
in this group was a photograph o f a naked boy sitting on the 
back o f a chair; there was also a photograph o f a young girl 
sitting on a garden bench, with her dress raised. She was not 
wearing undergarments.

The second group o f controversial photographs treated the
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naked body as sculpture. The group included shots o f a 
o f Mapplethorpe’s, a  woman weight-lifter, but the ones 
caused the greatest s tir  were o f  the male body and its 
parts. One that particularly angered the Senator was ent 
“Man in Polyester S u it .” It is a photograph o f a black 
dressed in an inexpensive suit. The camera focuses on his 
cropping the area beneath  his knees and above his should 
His penis is exposed. ■ Si

The third group o f  photographs proved the most objectk 
able. They depicted homosexual relationships. In one, 
men, stripped to the w aist, are embracing; in another, two: 
are kissing. Still o th ers, part o f  the so-called “X ” series, 
picted homosexual activity that might be considered 
masochistic: a man urinating into the mouth o f another, a J 
inserted in an anus. A  good number o f the photographs in 
“X” series are, and are  clearly intended to be, shocking 
disturbing.

The NEA had given the Institute o f Contemporary 
$30,000 to assemble th e  exhibition, and it was this tie 
the state and the art w orld  that generated the uproar. Sena 
Helms, in particular, th ou g ht it an outrage that public mon< 
was being spent for th e  Mapplethorpe exhibit. His protest 
to the cancellation o f  the show at the Corcoran Gallery 
Washington, D .C ., ju s t  before it was scheduled to open late 
the spring o f 1989 . T h e  Senator’s protest also led to 
rounds o f congressional legislation.

In the first, occurring in  the fall o f 1989, Congress added! 
rider to the NEA appropriation bill. This rider, referred to 
the Helms Am endm ent, was intended to bar the NEA 
using its funds to  support art he thought comparable to 
plethorpe’s.4 To describe the category o f such art, Senat 
Helms used the term “ obscene,” a term that has special ji 
cal significance. S tarting in the late 1950s and continuing |
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this day, the Supreme Court has sought to place bounds on 
state regulation o f sexually explicit material by propounding a 
constitutional definition o f “obscenity.” The prevailing defini
tion, formulated in 1973 in M iller v. C alifornia> requires the 
prosecution to prove that the interdicted work taken as a whole 
appeals to a prurient interest in sex, depicts sexual conduct in 
a patently offensive manner, and lacks serious literary, artistic, 
political, or scientific value.5

At the time o f Helms’s initial attack, most constitutional 
lawyers assumed that the Mapplethorpe exhibition was pro
tected from an obscenity prosecution under the M iller test. In 
the fall o f 1990 this judgment was confirmed in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, where the Museum o f Contemporary Art and its direc
tor were prosecuted under obscenity charges for presenting 
the exhibition.6 A jury using the M iller test acquitted them, 
presumably because the exhibition had serious aesthetic and 
maybe even political value— as one expression o f the insistent 
claim o f the gay community, ravaged by AIDS, that “Silence 
= Death.” Senator Helms made it clear, however, that his 
understanding o f “obscenity” was different from the Supreme 
Court’s and that the term, as used in the 1989 statute, was in
tended to be read more broadly than the M iller test permitted.

The Helms Amendment and the restriction it imposed on 
the NEA caused an enormous controversy in the art world and 
beyond. Some objected to the particular way the law was 
administered, specifically the agency’s requirement that grant 
applicants sign a pledge to  comply with the law.7 Parallels were 
drawn to the loyalty oaths o f the McCarthy period. Another 
objection was tied more to the specific terms o f the law and 
stemmed from the fact that the Helms Amendment did not 
confine itself to the M iller test for obscenity. In truth, however, 
there was no need for the law to do so. Obscenity statutes are 
allowed to stand even though they in fact contain no definition
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o f obscenity or define obscenity more broadly than the M iller 
test does, for that test operates only as a limitation in the 
applicability o f the law. Overreaching can generally be cured 
by the courts on a case-by-case basis by confining a law to its 
constitutionally permissible limits; this approach could have 
been applied to the Helms Amendment, assuming—as most 
critics did— that the restrictions it imposed on eligibility for 
NEA funding would have been subject to the same constitu
tional standards as an obscenity prosecution.

In any event, the Helms Amendment expired at the end o f 
the fiscal year, along with the appropriations bill to which it 
was attached. Then, in the fall o f 1990, shortly after the Cin
cinnati verdict, Congress enacted a new statute for the NEA, 
the one that governs today.8 In terms o f administrative practice, 
the 1990 statute sought to focus more responsibility on the 
chairperson for selection o f recipients. It  contemplates contin
ued use o f peer review panels in awarding grants but assumes 
that those panels will recommend more applicants than can be 
funded and that the final choice for the NEA grants would be 
the responsibility o f the chairperson. Even more significant 
were the changes the 1990 statute introduced in the standards 
to be used in granting awards, though in this instance the 
statute moved in two different directions.

Like the Helms Amendment, the 1990 statute bars the NEA 
from funding obscene works and thus establishes nonobscenity 
as a condition o f eligibility. But in contrast to Helms’s measure, 
the concept o f obscenity is tied directly and explicitly to the 
juridical definition o f the term in Miller. In a similar spirit, the 
1990 statute provides that the judgment whether a work or 
project meets the definition o f obscenity is to be left to the 
courts. No project can be deemed ineligible for NEA funding 
on the ground that it is obscene unless and until a court 
concludes that it is. (Provision is made for recoupment by the
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NEA if such a determination is made after the award of a 
grant.)

Although the 1990 statute brought the law into conformity 
with the M iller test in setting eligibility standards, it lessened 
the standards to govern what might be termed the competitive 
phase o f the application process, that is, when the agency 
chooses among eligible applicants. For the competitive phase, 
the 1990 statute introduced a new term, “decency.” Along 
with artistic merit or excellence, decency became one o f the 
bases for choosing among eligible applicants. Artistic excel
lence is a plus factor, indecency a negative one. The 1990 
statute provides that “artistic excellence and artistic merit are 
the criteria by which applicants are judged, taking into consid
eration general standards o f  decency and respect for the diverse 
beliefs and values o f the American public.”9 

The 1990 statute thereby took the NEA, to borrow another 
Kalven expression,10 out from under the Constitution, at least 
partially. Although the law holds the NEA to First Amend
ment standards in eligibility determination, it permits wider 
latitude in the competitive phase. The statute allows—indeed, 
requires— the chairperson to deny grants to projects on the 
ground that they offend “general standards o f decency.” Pre
sumably this ground could be used to deny funding to projects 
like the Mapplethorpe retrospective, and if that happened the 
question posed would be whether such action violates the First 
Amendment and the guarantee o f  freedom o f speech. Against 
the background o f the failed Cincinnati prosecution, which 
could be taken to establish that Mapplethorpe’s work is con
stitutionally protected from a criminal prosecution for obscen
ity, the precise question would be whether the NEA should be 
allowed powers denied the policeman or, to use my initial 
formulation, whether the allocative state should be held to the 
same First Amendment standards as the regulatory one.
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In approaching the question, I start with the assumption 
that, in terms o f the First Amendment, the public conse
quences o f the regulatory and allocative actions o f the state are 
roughly the same. The great danger to First Amendment values 
posed by the Cincinnati prosecution inhered in its potential 
impact on access or exposure o f the citizenry to the work o f  
Mapplethorpe. It threatened to keep the Mapplethorpe exhibit 
from the public. Denial o f NEA funding could have the same 
effect. The institution that applied to the NEA to assemble the 
exhibition may have lacked the funds to make the endeavor 
economically viable on its own, and rejection o f  its application 
might well have kept the exhibition from the public. Admit
tedly, criminal prosecution may stigmatize an individual artist, 
destroy his or her reputation, or even result in imprisonment. 
But in fact criminal prosecutions for obscenity rarely lead to 
imprisonment, and denying an artist or a curator a grant be
cause a work is indecent may have the same impact on reputa
tion as a criminal prosecution. In terms o f the hardship im
posed on individual artists, curators, or even institutions, is 
there really any difference between fining the Cincinnati mu
seum $2,000  for displaying the Mapplethorpe exhibition and 
denying the Institute o f Contemporary Art the funds—say 
$30,000— needed to assemble the exhibit? I think not.

It is hard to offer general conclusions with such inherently 
pragmatic judgments, however. So let us assume for the mo
ment that regulatory action (in the form o f  a criminal prose
cution) creates unique hardships. Also, let us assume that a 
criminal conviction on obscenity grounds creates a greater 
stigma than denial o f funds on decency grounds. It is not clear, 
however, what follows from these premises. The special hard
ships may trigger the procedural safeguards o f the Fifth and 
Sixth Amendments, but I believe they are irrelevant to  the 
constitutional interests protected and promoted by the First
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Amendment. This is true whether we consider the democratic 
value that the First Amendment seeks to advance (the promo
tion o f robust public debate) or the libertarian one (protection 
o f the individual’s interest in self-expression). The stigma or 
special hardship o f the criminal prosecution enters into the 
analysis o f the First Amendment issue only insofar as it en
hances the severity o f the criminal sanction, whether it be 
imprisonment or a fine. Even then, great economic need might 
give a denial o f funding similar force.

There is, however, one essential difference between the reg
ulatory and allocative forms o f action: A certain measure o f 
silencing is inevitable in the allocative context. This silencing 
effect arises from the scarcity o f resources—the simple fact that 
the money to be disbursed by the NEA is always likely to fall 
short o f the total number o f grant requests. An award given 
to one applicant will necessarily be denied to another and, as 
a result, the action o f the state will simultaneously have both 
speech-enhancing and speech-restricting qualities. The speech 
of the applicant who gets the award will be enhanced, but that 
of the one who was denied the grant will be curbed. O f course, 
the applicants who are denied the grant are still “free” to 
pursue the project on their own, but once it is assumed that 
the subsidies have a productive function— that they bring forth 
art that otherwise would not exist—that freedom is largely 
formal. Applicants denied the grant may well lack the resources 
needed to bring their art into being, and to that extent their 
expression will be frustrated in the same way that the expres
sion o f artists who receive the grant is furthered.

In the regulatory context no such scarcity o f resources is 
present and the decision o f the state does not have this dou
ble-edged quality. A decision by the policeman to arrest the 
street-corner speaker will result in a loss o f  speech, but a deci
sion by a the policeman to stand back ordinarily will not have

ART AND THE ACTIVIST STATE
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that effect. Putting aside the special problems discussed in the 
previous chapter, when the silencing effect comes from the 
speech itself, or the problem to be considered in the next 
chapter, when a heckler threatens the street-corner speaker, the 
decision o f the policeman not to make an arrest will produce 
more speech. But in the allocative context, an award o f a grant 
will—thanks to scarcity—limit speech just as much as it en
hances it.

To be precise, scarcity is not always at work in allocations. 
Specifically, it is not present at the eligibility stage o f  the allo
cative process since at that point there is no need to choose 
among applicants. There can always be more applicants de
clared eligible than there are funds. For that reason, eligibility 
determinations can be treated in much the same way as regu
latory actions; they can be governed, as the 1990 statute rec
ognizes but Helms disputed, by the M iller test. But at the 
competitive phase, the M iller test is o f no use, for choices still 
have to be made among a large number o f applicants, all o f 
whom can be presumed to have passed the obscenity test. 
Going further, a question may be raised as to whether the First 
Amendment has anything at all to say about choices at the 
competitive stage. True, the state in the form o f the NEA is 
acting, but no matter what the NEA chooses, by the very act 
o f selecting one applicant over another it will simultaneously 
both discourage and encourage speech.

The First Amendment would indeed be indifferent to the 
NEA’s choice if that provision were conceived, as some insist, 
simply as a protection o f the self-expressive interests o f individ
ual artists and curators. An artist denied an award would have 
his or her interest in self-expression frustrated, but the one who 
got the award would have that very same interest furthered. 
There would be, it seems, no constitutional basis for question
ing the selection by the NEA o f one applicant over another.
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Taken in isolation, each applicant has an equal interest in 
self-expression. A constitutional indifference would also arise 
if  the more compelling theory o f the First Amendment— the 
public debate rationale—were conceived in purely quantitative 
terms: The shrinkage o f public debate due to the denial o f one 
applicant would be fully compensated by the grant o f the very 
same funds to another artist or curator.

However, if the public debate rationale can be understood 
to have not just a quantitative but also a qualitative dimen
sion— if the First Amendment can be viewed as a mechanism 
for protecting the robustness o f public debate, for exposing 
the public to diverse and conflicting viewpoints on issues o f 
public importance—then there is reason to be concerned with 
the NEA’s allocative decisions at the competitive phase. Some 
choices may enrich public understanding while others may 
impoverish it.

Imagine that in making allocations at the competitive phase 
the chairperson were directed to take into consideration 
whether or not the project furthered so-called family values or, 
more specifically, orthodox understandings o f sexuality. A pro
ject that portrayed homosexuality sympathetically would be 
disfavored, while one that reinforced heterosexuality would be 
favored. This directive would have the effect o f constricting 
public discourse— advantaging traditional views o f sexuality 
while further marginalizing alternative views; one view, and 
only one view, would be pushed. The NEA could be rightly 
charged with reinforcing an orthodoxy and thus betraying one 
o f the fundamental principles o f the First Amendment. The 
mere fact that a choice somehow had to be made between 
competing artistic projects, and that in the competitive phase 
some silencing effect was inevitable, would not take the statu
tory directive and the chairperson’s action under it outside the 
scope o f the First Amendment.
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In this imagined case, we can condemn the statutory crite
rion altogether because it would almost certainly lead to an 
impoverishment o f what I have referred to as public debate. It 
would make debate entirely lopsided. It  is harder, however, to 
make such blanket judgments about a criterion actually used 
in the 1990 NEA statute—decency. Suppose that there are two 
projects that challenge orthodox views about sexuality, one 
executed in a manner more in accord with general standards 
o f decency than the other. Or suppose there is a project that 
promotes an orthodox view o f sexuality or the prevailing dis
tribution o f wealth but does so in a way that deeply offends 
general standards o f decency. In these cases, a proper concern 
for First Amendment values would not necessarily preclude the 
NEA chairperson from taking decency into account. One must 
make certain that the decency criterion is not being used to 
disfavor the unorthodox, and one should acknowledge that it 
might have a tendency in that direction, but it is hard to rule 
out the criterion altogether. As with the M iller test, case-by
case judgments would be needed in this instance, to see 
whether the decency criterion is being applied or understood 
in such a way as to systematically disadvantage certain perspec
tives and thus to impoverish public debate.

A gap between regulatory and allocative action is thereby 
created when it comes to the competitive phase and use o f the 
decency criterion. The policeman cannot arrest the street-cor
ner speaker simply because that speaker is offending general 
standards o f decency; yet the chairperson o f the NEA may 
select one speaker or applicant over another because the pre
ferred project does less violence to general standards o f  de
cency. There is no need to prove that the “speech” appeals a 
to prurient interest in sex or is patently offensive in its depic
tion o f sexual activity—the requirements for an obscenity pros
ecution, at least under established doctrine. On the other hand,
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this gap between regulatory and allocative action is a limited 
one. Although the decency criterion may be appropriately 
used, for example, as a tie-breaker between two projects o f 
equal artistic merit, it should never be employed in a way that 
impairs the robustness o f public debate or cuts the public o ff 
from unorthodox ideas— as a denial to Mapplethorpe might 
have done. Such a use o f the decency criterion might be per
mitted by the 1990 statute but not by the Constitution. The 
Constitution prohibits such allocations and, in thus confining 
the applicability o f the statute, works in much the same way as 
does in the obscenity area.

An even more complex theoretical issue is presented by the 
other allocative criterion set forth in the 1990 statute—artistic 
merit.11 Many o f those who fought Senator Helms in the 
Mapplethorpe controversy insisted that the First Amendment 
be read as requiring that NEA judgments be based exclusively 
on artistic merit. This restriction would have the effect o f  
precluding the use o f the decency criterion (or one o f  its 
cognates), which many thought would be used as a tool for 
weeding out the unorthodox. But it would also have the effect 
o f making judgments based on artistic merit immune from 
constitutional scrutiny. Once it was ascertained that the NEA 
based its judgment solely on artistic merit, there would be no 
further basis for inquiry.

To some extent, those who took this position were moved 
by the peculiarities o f the Mapplethorpe situation. The exhibi
tion challenged an orthodoxy; it brought into view the lives 
and practices o f a marginalized group, revealing that group’s 
understanding o f the erotic and boldly confronting society 
with the consequences o f its intolerance— for example, the 
self-loathing depicted in the “X ” series. But, as was clearly 
demonstrated in the Cincinnati trial, the exhibition was also 
an aesthetic achievement o f some note. Accordingly, funding
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for the Mapplethorpe exhibition could be seen as furthering 
both artistic and democratic values, and it was natural for those 
who resisted Helms to assume, as a purely instrumental matter, 
that reliance on artistic excellence as a selection criterion would 
adequately protect democratic values. In my view, however, it 
was wrong to generalize from the Mapplethorpe exhibition and 
presume that these two values will always be in harmony. In 
feet, sometimes they may diverge: “good art” may undermine 
democratic values, while “bad art” may further them.

Another school raced to equate freedom o f  speech and ar
tistic excellence, or more precisely, to make the latter the stand
ard o f the first, not because they mistook the Mapplethorpe 
case for the general situation but father because they were 
searching for a principled basis for their reaction to Senator 
Helms. They hoped to “depoliticize” the NEA and to use 
artistic excellence as a “neutral” ground for the NEA to stand 
upon. But i f  we have learned anything from our encounter with 
race issues over the last three decades, it is that the use o f 
so-called meritocratic criteria—in the race context, perform
ance on standardized tests; here, artistic excellence—will not 
necessarily ensure neutrality.12

In the speech context, neutrality means that the state does 
not lend itself to one side o f a debate over another. The people, 
not the state, should choose among competing viewpoints, and 
their choice should not be manipulated by the state by skewing 
public debate in some special way. Yet this objective cannot be 
achieved by making the use o f a seemingly neutral criterion the 
touchstone o f constitutionality. To see why, imagine the state 
making an allocation on the basis o f a criterion that is in no 
way neutral: The state gives money to a certain project for the 
purpose o f helping the side represented by that project win the 
debate. Also assume, however, that as it turns out the allocation 
has no such effect. The side preferred by the state actually gets 
no advantage. In a case like this, the state did not use a neutral
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criterion, but since there was no discernible impact on public 
debate from the perspective o f  the First Amendment and the 
values it seems to  further, I see little reason to be concerned. 
Alternatively, we can imagine a situation in which a state official 
strives to be neutral, intending to give funds to the best art, 
regardless o f  its impact on public debate, yet the allocative 
decision has the effect o f slanting the debate in favor o f one 
side. Here there would be a breach o f  neutrality and good 
reason for the law to be concerned. We must thus look to the 
effects o f an allocation, not its underlying basis or motive.

Some allocative criteria, including arguably the “family val
ues” one I  mentioned earlier, might be ruled out from the 
beginning, but that is only because o f a prediction o f  its likely 
effect. No such sweeping judgment could be made about ar
tistic excellence, and thus we are remitted to making case-by
case judgments. The effect o f  using artistic excellence will vary 
from situation to situation, depending on the structure o f 
public discourse, the range o f available projects, and the spe
cific content given to the idea o f artistic excellence. In this 
respect, artistic excellence is much like the decency criterion. 
Artistic excellence appears more innocent, or more appropriate 
for the NEA, but we must always be sensitive to the real-world 
consequences o f using that criterion. The facial innocence o f 
an allocative criterion does not ensure the kind o f neutrality 
that the First Amendment demands.

Every NEA allocation will have an effect on public debate, 
so what is needed to judge such allocations is some standard 
to distinguish pernicious effects from harmless ones. I believe 
that standard can be found in the view o f the First Amendment 
that sees it as a protection o f collective self-determination: to 
ensure the fullness and richness o f  public debate. The applica
tion o f a seemingly neutral criterion, whether it be artistic 
excellence or even decency, becomes a source o f concern 
whenever it systematically keeps opinions from the public to
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which they should be exposed in order to govern themselves 
or to choose the kinds o f lives they wish to live. Admittedly, 
presenting the public with diverse and conflicting viewpoints 
will itself have an impact on outcome, and in that limited sense 
is not neutral as to outcome, but as I explained in the last 
chapter, that does not threaten First Amendment values. Pre
senting two sides o f an argument, instead o f one alone, may 
produce a different outcome. But from democracy’s perspec
tive, that should not be viewed as a breach o f the state’s duty 
o f neutrality, properly understood.

In sum, under the scheme I propose, in the administration 
o f the competitive phase the NEA remains free to choose 
among eligible applicants as the 1990 statute directs, on con
siderations o f artistic merit and decency, but it is also under a 
constitutional obligation, derived from the First Amendment, 
to make certain that these criteria are not applied in such away 
as to impoverish public debate by systematically disfavoring 
views the public needs for self-governance. The First Amend
ment does not invalidate the statutory criteria but requires that 
they be supplemented. It triangulates the allocative process. 
The First Amendment requires the NEA chairperson to think 
not just o f artistic excellence and decency but also o f the 
public’s right to know.

In this respect, the burden on the NEA and its chairperson 
is analogous to that shouldered by many other allocative agen
cies, including university admissions officers. Admissions offi
cers use multiple and vague criteria. They must give substantive 
content to each criterion, and then decide the relative weight 
that should be given to each. Their institution is committed to 
providing education, not ensuring the civic health o f the re
public or furthering its egalitarian aspirations. Yet these officers 
must make certain that the criteria typically used for admis
sions—academic excellence, leadership potential, alumni rela
tionship— do not have the effect o f systematically excluding
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certain disadvantaged groups. Sometimes that requires recon
sidering or reinterpreting the once-standard criteria; in other 
instances, it calls for modifying or lessening their role in the 
selection process.

This reference to  the experience o f university admissions 
may indicate that the duty placed on the NEA by the First 
Amendment is not as unusual as it first seems, that it is well in 
accord with administrative practices found throughout society 
and that it is within the capacities o f  the agency. It  may also 
point to a legal dilemma that lies slightly beneath the surface: 
The NEA may violate the law by trying to honor it. Even when 
the NEA considers the impact that the criteria set forth in the 
statute have upon the robustness o f  debate, some unorthodox 
ideas inevitably will be privileged, once again thanks to  the 
scarcity factor. There are simply not enough funds to go to 
every unorthodox idea. The NEA administrator might give a 
plus to art that enhances the public’s understanding o f homo
sexuality but not to Nazi art or art that promulgates flat-earth 
theories. The administrator must then worry whether the privi
leging o f one set o f unorthodox ideas over another violates the 
First Amendment. I do not believe that it necessarily does, any 
more than a university privileging one disadvantaged group 
over the other— say, African Americans as opposed to Appala
chians or South Asians— necessarily entails a violation o f the 
Fourteenth Amendment.13 It all depends on the justification 
for the privileging.

The choice among the unorthodox should not turn on the 
administrator’s judgment about the goodness or badness o f 
the ideas being advanced or whether the administrator thinks 
they have merit. This would violate the democratic aspiration 
o f the First Amendment, which is to leave judgments as to the 
merits o f  various ideas to the people. There are a number o f 
other factors that may be properly considered, however. Some 
might actually account for the widely shared view that the
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Mapplethorpe exhibition was entitled to NEA funding, more 
so than other exercises in the unorthodox, while other factors 
may push in the opposite direction.

One factor that should be considered concerns the relative 
degree o f  exclusion. Just as some minority groups may be more 
disadvantaged than others, some unorthodox ideas may be 
more hidden from public view than others. Arguably, all unor
thodox ideas have claim under the First Amendment to  public 
funding, but perhaps those most unavailable to  the public have 
the greatest claim. Today, and certainly after the movie Phila
delphia, the plight o f the gay community and the threat o f 
AIDS are well known. But this was not so in 1989, making the 
case for funding the Mapplethorpe exhibition then all the more 
urgent.

In addition, some consideration should be given to fin an 
cial need. The democratic theory o f the First Amendment ex
alts the public’s right to know and to be informed, and that 
right may be adequately satisfied without the assistance o f 
public funding, say through the art market or other com
mercial outlets, such as television or movies. Today, Mapple
thorpe’s work enjoys great economic success and presents a 
weak First Amendment claim for funding. This may not have 
been the case at the time o f the initial application for NEA 
funding and before the Helms attack.

The NEA administrator must also have some understanding 
o f the choices and questions that are presently on the public 
agenda. Although debate should not be confined to the con
cerns o f the moment, it nonetheless seems proper in the award 
o f public funds to privilege those projects that illuminate issues 
that are o f immediate concern to the nation. In the late 1980s 
the AIDS crisis confronted America in the starkest fashion and 
provoked urgent questions regarding the scope and direction 
o f publicly funded medical research. To address those issues 
the public— represented by the casual museum visitor—needed
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an undemanding o f the lives and practices o f  the gay commu
nity, so long hidden from view.

Finally, the NEA administrator should consider a dynamic 
explored in the last chapter: the silencing potential o f speech. 
The First Amendment and a proper regard for the needs o f 
public debate requires that the NEA administrator attend to 
the impact the statutory criteria have upon the unorthodox, 
but it would be a sad irony for the administrator choosing 
among unorthodox projects to ignore the impact the expres
sions o f certain unorthodox ideas have upon these very same 
values. A distinction should therefore be drawn between pro
jects that, for example, resort to hate speech and the Map
plethorpe exhibition, which dealt explicitly with questions o f 
sexuality but which did not, as far as I can tell, have the effect 
o f silencing anyone. I f  anything, it became a source o f empow
erment for the members o f the gay community.

SHALL THE allocative state be held to the same high standards as 
the regulatory one? Using the Mapplethorpe exhibition and 
the controversy it generated as something o f a testing ground, 
I have tried to show why that question should be answered in 
the affirmative and why the courts should be acutely sensitive 
to the impact state allocations have on the robustness o f public 
debate. In arguing for this unitary standard, I drew upon a 
wide body o f law, some from equal protection as well as free 
speech, and also compared the arts administrator and the uni
versity admissions officer, each trying to further constitutional 
goals o f considerable magnitude. In 1991, however, soon after 
the second round o f congressional legislation on the NEA, the 
Supreme Court handed down a decision that moved the law 
in the opposite direction. That case— Rust v. Sullivan14—did 
not involve public funding o f the arts but rather federally 
funded abortion clinics. Yet the First Amendment challenge to
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the administration o f  that program was dismissed with such a 
vengeance and with such force as to virtually free all state 
allocations, including those for the arts, from the strictures o f 
the First Amendment. In much the style o f classical liberalism, 
the Court in Rust placed state allocations on an entirely differ
ent constitutional plane than state regulations.

The Court in Rust was divided five to four, and the majority 
opinion was written by Chief Justice Rehnquist. The majority 
upheld an executive regulation that prohibited those working 
for federally funded family planning clinics from giving patients 
information on how to obtain abortions and, more significantly 
for First Amendment purposes, from advocating on behalf o f 
abortion in the course o f their employment. Employees could 
advocate against abortion but not for it. In other words, the 
state was using the public purse to  favor one side in the most 
heated debate o f our time.

Writing for the Court, Rehnquist stressed the unique 
method o f state intervention that was involved: The state was 
acting not as a policeman but as an allocator, deciding what 
could be done with its funds. Not only did he free allocations 
from the rule against content judgments by the state— a fair 
and proper ruling, since state allocations necessarily entail such 
judgments, unless o f course we resort to randomized distribu
tions— but also, and more significandy, he freed allocations 
from the principle lying behind the rule against content regu
lations, specifically the obligation o f the state to maintain free 
and open debate on issues o f public importance. In dismissing 
the First Amendment claim in Rusty the Chief Justice seemed 
altogether indifferent to the effects allocative decisions might 
have upon the robustness o f public debate.

To some extent, this indifference is the natural result o f 
Rehnquist’s attachment to  a theory o f  the First Amendment 
that sees it more as a protection o f  the individual interest in 
self-expression than o f society’s interest in full and open debate.
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This has been one o f the organizing principles o f Relinquish 
First Amendment jurisprudence, as fully controlling in the 
regulatory context as in the allocative one. In the regulatory 
context, this theory has its problems, and even more so in the 
allocative one. It deprives the courts o f any basis for scrutiniz
ing allocative decisions, since o f necessity they involve favoring 
one individual over another.

Yet there seems to be something deeper and perhaps more 
enticing lying at the base o f Rust v. Sullivan—a conception o f 
subsidies as gifts, a repeated emphasis on the entirely optional 
and discretionary nature o f the state’s decision to grant subsi
dies in the first place.15 According to the Chief Justice, we 
should be thankful for what the state has graciously given us 
and thus we should accept whatever limits the state wishes 
to impose, however offensive they may be. To use a phrase 
Rehnquist brought to the law earlier, we “must take the bitter 
with the sweet.”16

In my view, the Constitution is more demanding than this 
canon o f etiquette suggests. We should not be satisfied with 
just any subsidy program on the premise that it is better than 
none. A program with certain limits built into it—no advocacy 
o f unorthodox ideas, for example—would have the effect o f 
skewing public debate by reinforcing the prevailing orthodoxy 
and thus o f  undermining the workings o f democracy. Perhaps 
the state need not provide megaphones to anyone, but once it 
decides to do so, it cannot give them out in such a way as to 
perpetuate an orthodoxy.

Oddly enough, Rehnquist himself paid lip-service to this 
idea in Rust; he acknowledged that even in the allocative con
text, government cannot aim  at the suppression o f dangerous 
ideas.17 He never explained, however, why the concern need 
only be with the aims or motives o f the state and need not 
extend to the effects o f state allocations upon public debate. 
In the context o f Rust, furthermore, it seems hard to argue
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that the motive was anything other than to suppress an idea 
that those in charge o f the state apparatus considered danger
ous or objectionable.

Often subsidies are far, far more than gifts, despite what 
Justice Rehnquist may think. Sometimes they seek to advance 
interests o f a fundamental, indeed o f a constitutional, nature. 
Admittedly, even when that is the case, a party may not be able 
to sue the government to force the establishment o f such a 
program because o f difficulties in structuring the remedy, for 
example, or in setting the precise level o f funding. In that sense, 
the establishment o f the subsidy program may not be obliga
tory,18 but it may be more than merely permissible. It may be 
constitutionally favored—an intermediate category lying be
tween the permissible and the obligatory—and by virtue o f this 
status entitled to the same degree o f scrutiny as that given to 
regulatory programs o f the state. As a constitutionally favored 
activity, a subsidy program cannot be viewed as entirely discre
tionary.

In my view, the programs o f the NEA enjoy such a privileged 
status. NEA grants are not simple gratuities, sops for the art 
world. Rather, they free art from strict dependence on the 
market or privately controlled wealth and thus make an impor
tant contribution to furthering the value that underlies the 
First Amendment: our right and duty to govern ourselves re
flectively and deliberately. NEA grants, therefore, should be 
deemed constitutionally favored, not simply permitted, and 
deserve something more than the judicial indifference mani
fested in Rust. Judges must come to understand that in estab
lishing the NEA, Congress was seeking to further the public’s 
right to know and that judicial scrutiny o f the program would 
be not an ungracious response to a gift— an effort to separate 
the bitter from the sweet— but only an effort to make certain 
that the higher ambitions o f the program are fulfilled.
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Such a view, o f course, challenges the tenets o f classical 
liberalism, which puts the state at war with liberty and con
ceives o f the First Amendment as little more than a mechanism 
to stay the hand o f the policeman. But, as I have argued, in 
the case o f subsidy programs the First Amendment can become 
an instrument o f democratic self-government, serving as both 
the rationale o f the program and the ground for scrutinizing 
the way it is administered. This is the lesson that emerges from 
our analysis o f the Mapplethorpe controversy, and it may well 
extend beyond public funding o f the arts to a wide variety o f 
allocative programs—the public libraries, public schools, state 
universities, and public broadcasting—that perform similar 
functions in our society and warrant the same constitutionally 
favored status as the NEA.

There may even be important implications for allocative 
programs that have no discernible connection to speech, such 
as those that provide medical or housing assistance to the poor. 
Such non-speech-related programs may not advance First 
Amendment interests but do give life to other constitutional 
provisions, such as the Fourteenth Amendment, and might 
also be viewed as more than merely permissible. They, too, 
might be constitutionally favored and for that reason subject 
to the same evaluative standards as their regulatory counter
parts. The First Amendment is generally viewed as the most 
libertarian o f all constitutional provisions, the constitutional 
breeding ground for state minimalism. So if  we can see that 
the NEA and other speech-subsidy programs are consistent 
with, indeed favored by, the First Amendment, then the con
stitutional foundation for rejecting the classical liberal ideal o f 
the minimal state and embracing state activism in meeting all 
manner o f needs will have been placed on the most secure 
footing.
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Democracy is an exercise in collective self-governance, requir
ing that state officials be chosen by the people and that the 
state be responsive to the desires and interests o f the people. 
In exercising this sovereign prerogative, citizens depend upon 
a number o f institutions to inform them about the positions 
o f various contenders for office and to report and evaluate the 
ongoing policies and practices o f government. In modern so
ciety the organized press, including television, is perhaps the 
principal institution that performs this function, and in order 
to discharge these democratic responsibilities the press needs a 
certain measure o f autonomy from the state.

One form o f autonomy is economic. For more than two 
hundred years newspapers in the United States have been pri
vately owned, and we have had private ownership o f  radio and 
television ever since those technologies became available. The 
press is not economically dependent on the state for funds, nor 
are state officials able to manipulate the press by hiring and 
firing journalists or broadcasters.

A second form o f autonomy is juridical. There is a body o f 
judicial doctrine that places limits on the state’s capacity to
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silence its critics, in particular the press, by criminal and civil 
proceedings. This autonomy has emerged from many sources, 
the most important o f  which is the 1964 decision o f  the Su
preme Court in New York Times v. Sullivan,1 the subject o f 
Anthony Lewis’s recent celebratory book.2 In that case, the 
Supreme Court construed the First Amendment to mean that 
the press cannot be criminally prosecuted for libeling the state 
considered as an abstract entity. The Court also limited the 
power o f public officials to recover damages in defamation 
actions, holding that public officials cannot recover for false 
statements bearing on their performance o f their duties unless 
they prove that those statements were published or broadcast 
with knowledge or reckless disregard o f their falsity.

This juridical autonomy reinforces the economic autonomy 
o f the press. Both keep the state at bay and have been nour
ished by our governing ideologies, capitalism and liberalism. 
Orthodox capitalism envisions a strict separation o f state and 
economy and demands that state interference with entrepre
neurial activity be kept to a minimum.3 Similarly, classical lib
eralism imagines the state as the natural enemy o f  freedom and 
insists that state intervention in people’s lives be limited. These 
two ideologies have long had a powerful, almost captivating, 
call upon the American soul, and now endow the economic 
and juridical autonomy enjoyed by the press with a certain 
mystique. I t  is hard to imagine the press discharging its demo
cratic responsibilities without a strong measure o f autonomy. 
In the 1960s, however, a number o f lawyers began to wonder 
aloud whether democracy required something more. Might 
the state have a role in furthering the democratic mission of 
the press?

THE DEMOCRATIC MISSION OF THE PRESS

THESE musings did not come out o f thin air. Indeed, they 
reflected a deeper, more complex understanding o f  why auton-
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omy was conferred on the press in the first place. New York 
Times Co. v. Sullivan spoke o f a national commitment to a 
debate on issues o f public importance that is “uninhibited, 
robust, and wide-open”4—a phrase used many times in this 
book, even more so in the annals o f the Supreme Court—and 
it was this statement o f the guiding purpose o f the First 
Amendment that led many to wonder whether the state might 
have more o f a role to play in regulating the press than had 
been previously allowed. The economic and juridical autonomy 
o f the press secured for it a measure o f independence from the 
state, but there were other forces— above all, the market—that 
constrained the press in its coverage o f public issues and that 
might cause it to fail in discharging its duty o f keeping the 
public informed.

A privately owned press is free o f economic control by the 
state, which is, o f course, to the good, but it is constrained by 
the economic structure within which it is embedded. Like 
other entrepreneurs, owners o f newspapers or television and 
radio stations seek to maximize revenue and minimize costs. 
In short, they wish to make a profit, and their decisions on 
what to report and how to report it are largely determined by 
this desire. The market, bearing down on the press, may cause 
it to be shy in its criticism o f the government or o f certain 
candidates for office, when the government policies or the 
candidates’ positions favor the economic interests o f the press. 
In other instances, the influence may be more subtle: A simple 
desire to maximize profits may lead the press to slight issues 
that should be aired but will not be because they will not 
generate the desired revenue. To counteract the effects o f the 
market and free the press from some o f its constraints, a num
ber o f theorists turned to the state.

Some o f those who envisioned a larger role for the state 
spoke o f “monopoly power.” They invoked statistics about the
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number o f cities in America without newspapers or with only 
one newspaper—a shockingly high number—and referred to 
the privileged position o f the three major networks in captur
ing viewers* attention.5 1 always found this way o f analyzing 
the issue unconvincing, not because I saw cable or the new 
information technologies on the horizon but rather because 
those who couched their arguments in terms o f monopoly 
power conceived o f the market too narrowly. For constitu
tional purposes, the relevant market is an informational one, 
the domain from which the public finds out about the world 
that lies beyond its immediate experience. The relevant market 
cannot be defined medium-by-medium but must embrace news
papers, radio, television, magazines, books, and even movies as 
a unitary whole. In that market, there are dominant or leading 
forces that shape public opinion, but there is no monopoly.

While some turned to the state as a mechanism for curbing 
monopoly power—as a mechanism for perfecting the market— 
others had a broader, more political or constitutional purpose 
in mind: to fulfill the preconditions o f democratic self-govern
ance. Within this school, however, a crucial distinction needs 
to be made between two different factions—populists and per
fectionists.6 The populists complained about a gap between 
market-determined speech (the coverage and reportage that 
would result from the workings o f a competitive market) and 
democratically determined speech (the coverage and reportage 
that would be chosen by a people assembled in some imagined 
democratic convention). The populists acknowledged that 
competition and the profit motive drive publishers and broad
casters to make their products attractive to the public, but 
pointed to a number o f factors that make the market an im
perfect reflection o f what the people want.

One was costs. The pursuit o f profits pushes media execu
tives not only to maximize revenue but also to minimize costs,
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a dynamic that may lead them to slight high-cost news gath
ering activities and to rely instead on reruns o f  I  Love Lucy. A 
second distortion arises from advertising, the method typically 
used by the privately owned press to generate revenue. Media 
corporations must be careful to make certain that the content 
o f their broadcasts or newspapers enhances rather than impedes 
sales o f the advertised products. Political controversy is not a 
good way to sell soap. Third, dependence on advertising nec
essarily leads publishers and broadcasters to discriminate 
among potential readers and viewers in determining what they 
present and how they will present it. Those driven by market 
pressures seek to attract particular “target audiences,” not the 
public in general. These audiences are defined in terms o f their 
purchasing power and susceptibility to advertising, hardly the 
democratic norm o f one person, one vote. Finally, the popu
lists decried the absence o f  collective deliberation in a market- 
driven system. People register their preferences in a market 
through highly individualized transactions, for example, 
through the purchase o f  a newspaper on the way home from 
work or the selection o f a television station in the privacy o f 
their home. The choices that they make in such settings might 
well be different from those that would be made after collec
tively discussing and debating all the options.

Others concerned with the constitutional adequacy o f  the 
market—the perfectionists—accepted the populist critique o f 
the market but saw state intervention in more abstract terms. 
Their goal was not to offer what the people would want in 
some imagined democratic assembly but rather to  achieve an 
objective ideal: apprising the people o f  the issues before them, 
providing them with the necessary information, and presenting 
them with the conflicting positions. The hope, to use a phrase 
from an early press case, was to have “the widest possible 
dissemination o f information from diverse and antagonistic
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sources.”7 The perfectionists admitted that the people might 
not want this kind o f coverage, that they might prefer sex and 
violence to analysis o f public issues; nonetheless the perfection
ists felt that the press should be encouraged, induced, or maybe 
even required to  provide the information that people need to 
exercise their sovereign prerogative. The perfectionists worried 
that even if  the market gave the people what they want, it may 
not provide them what they need.

The perfectionists, o f course, grasped the irony o f their 
position— they remained committed to democracy, to the no
tion that the people should make the ultimate decisions on the 
merits o f substantive public policy, but were not content to 
leave it to the people to decide what kind o f information they 
should have before making these choices. The perfectionists 
could be charged with using undemocratic means to preserve 
democracy, but in truth much o f the First Amendment tradi
tion could be faulted on this ground. In protecting the press 
against state interference, the Supreme Court never assumed 
that the state was attempting to act in disregard o f majority 
will. On the contrary, the Court knew all too well that state 
officials were often nothing more than instruments o f the ma
jority; yet the Court took upon itself the task o f preserving the 
robustness o f public debate and conceived o f that ideal just as 
the perfectionists imagined. New Tork Times Co. v. Sullivan 
may be ambiguous on this score for, arguably, the Court was 
frustrating a local majority (Alabama) in favor o f a national 
one. But there is no such ambiguity in the most recent flag
burning case.8 There the Court used the First Amendment to 
invalidate a highly popular national statute. It was protecting 
democracy from itself or, to use another formula, avoiding a 
tyranny o f the majority.

The line between populism and perfectionism was not al
ways clear, and perhaps both strands can be found jumbled in
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the work o f many, myself included, who looked upon the 
market as a structure o f constraint that sometimes sells demo
cratic values short. It is important to emphasize, however, that 
neither the populists nor the perfectionists wished to replace, 
destroy, or supplant the market. They fought instead for a series 
o f supplemental, interstitial strategies that when necessary 
would push the press past the limits o f the market, sometimes 
to the frontier indicated by the phrase “democratically deter
mined speech,” sometimes even beyond. They saw the state as 
an instrument o f  this policy, and called upon the state to use 
both its allocative and its regulatory powers for this purpose.

The principal instrument o f reform in the allocative sphere 
was Congress’s decision in the mid-1960s, following the rec
ommendation o f the Carnegie Commission, to establish and 
fund the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.9 This decision 
was not part o f a complicated strategy to undermine the eco
nomic autonomy enjoyed by commercial broadcasters, nor a 
prelude to socializing the press, but rather an effort to intro
duce into the public square a voice that was not tied to the 
profit motive. The assumption was that a public broadcasting 
system would by and large cover issues likely to be slighted by 
commercial broadcasting but which are nevertheless vital to 
collective self-governance.

On the regulatory side, the principal corrective for the mar
ket was the Fairness Doctrine.10 This doctrine was created by 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as an elabo
ration o f its statutory mandate to regulate broadcasters in the 
public interest. It required broadcasters to cover issues o f pub
lic importance and to do so in a balanced manner, giving both 
sides o f the story (or as many sides as there might be). As a 
subsidiary matter, the Fairness Doctrine also gave candidates 
an opportunity to respond to hostile political editorializing and 
offered a similar right-of-reply to those who had been person
ally attacked.
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The press fought this regulation as a violation o f  its freedom, 
enlisting the support o f many academic notables, including, 
alas, the person I  have invoked many times, Harry Kalven, Jr. 
The issue came to a head in the courts when the author o f  a 
book critical o f Senator Barry Goldwater appealed to the Su
preme Court to uphold his right to respond to a radio broad
cast by the Christian Crusade that had accused him o f being 
a Communist sympathizer. The Justices* decision represented 
a constitutional defeat for the press o f some note. In the Red 
Lion  decision, one o f the last statements o f the Warren Court 
on the First Amendment, the Court came down on the side 
o f the FCC and the Fairness Doctrine.11 Justice William O. 
Douglas did not participate, but the other Justices were unan
imous. The ruling drew support from all wings o f the Court—  
not just those who are usually identified as the architects o f the 
Warren Court*s position on free speech, Hugo Black and Wil
liam Brennan, but also the conservative Justices John Harlan, 
Potter Stewart, and Byron White. Indeed, Justice White was 
the author o f the Court’s opinion.

White’s point was quite simple: The autonomy allowed to 
the press was not absolute but always reflected an accommo
dation o f competing interests, a synthesis o f value and coun
tervalue. In this case the interest offered by the state in support 
o f its regulation—the public’s right to be properly informed 
about issues o f public importance—had a particularly compel
ling quality. Indeed, it made claim to the very same value 
furthered by the conferral o f autonomy: the promotion o f a 
debate on issues o f public importance that is “uninhibited, 
robust, and wide-open.”

As use o f this talismanic phrase suggests, R ed Lion  was not 
at war with New York Times v. Sullivan. These decisions were 
in tension in operational detail: Sullivan kept the state at bay, 
while R ed Lion  embraced the state. But R ed Lion was handed 
down by the same Court during the same historic period as
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Sullivan and rested on Sullivan’s animating principle. R ed Lion 
and Sullivan were seen as companions, as two complementary 
strategies for furthering the democratic mission o f the press 
and, as such, as part o f the same system o f free expression, 

Sullivan sought to enhance the capacity o f the press to 
report widely and fully on matters o f public importance by 
shielding the press from a form o f state action— libel judg
ments— that might otherwise discourage such reporting. The 
Fairness Doctrine also sought to broaden the coverage o f the 
press, to make certain that the all-powerful broadcast medium 
covered issues o f public importance and gave listeners or view
ers all sides o f the story. In upholding that doctrine and the 
power o f the FCC to regulate the press for the purpose o f 
broadening public debate, R ed Lion affirmed the very same 
values proclaimed by Sullivan.

THE DEMOCRATIC MISSION OF THE PRESS

RED LION was handed down in 1969, a year that marked the 
beginning o f the Nixon presidency and a twenty-five year pe
riod o f American politics dominated by one theme: the evils o f 
“big government.” Republicans controlled the White House 
for most o f this period and called for privatization, deregula
tion, and balanced budgets. Many o f  those themes continue to 
this day, as evidenced by the dramatic expression they were 
given in the congressional elections o f November 1994, but 
they achieved considerable force during the seventies and 
eighties, unifying that period and giving it a special character. 
It is not surprising that in such an environment the nuanced 
understanding o f freedom o f  the press represented by the fu
sion o f Red Lion  and Sullivan came undone.

The enemies o f regulation set their sights on R ed Lion, and 
in 1987, after almost two decades o f engagement, an amazing 
victory was achieved. The FCC— not the Supreme Court but
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the FCC— overturned R ed Lion  and declared the Fairness 
Doctrine unconstitutional.12 On review, the Court o f Appeals 
for the District o f Columbia upheld the order o f the FCC 
without engaging the constitutional issue, treating it simply as 
an act o f administrative discretion.13 Congress was o f another 
mind and passed a statute making the Fairness Doctrine a 
legislative requirement.14 But President Reagan took the same 
high ground as the FCC and vetoed the measure on the theory 
that such regulation is unconstitutional.15

Both the FCC and the President pointed to the technologi
cal changes— above all, the advent o f cable— that have oc
curred since the days o f R ed Lion. The number o f channels 
available in most homes has mushroomed; now cable subscrib
ers have 50, and soon, we are told, they will have 500 .16 But 
neither the FCC nor the President addressed the best and most 
plausible theory o f the Fairness Doctrine, which identifies eco
nomics, not technology, as the constraining force on the press. 
The technological revolution now afoot in communications 
may present us with a large number o f channels, but as long 
as they are all governed by the market, there remains a risk that 
coverage will be skewed. To embellish on a Bruce Springsteen 
song, 500  channels and still nothing on.

The FCC’s decision contained a line o f  argument that was 
commonly employed by those who led the deregulation move
ment o f the 1970s and 1980s: Concede the aspiration but 
show that the regulation will be counterproductive.17 Mini
mum wage laws will not help the poor but rather will make 
their plight worse by restricting the number o f available jobs; 
employment discrimination laws will not help women but will 
force them to choose between conforming to the male pattern 
o f full-time employment or dropping out o f the market alto
gether; the Fairness Doctrine will not help produce the rich 
and varied broadcasting it promises but will rather discour-
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age broadcasters from taking controversial stands. The claim 
was that the Fairness Doctrine will yield what might more 
accurately be called “gray speech,” not robust public debate. 
Broadcasters will hesitate to take a strong position on nuclear 
energy, say, because they know they will have to spend air time 
presenting the other side or providing opportunities to re
spond, thereby doubling the economic burden o f their public 
affairs broadcast.

This argument overlooks certain features o f  the regulatory 
program— for example, the affirmative obligation to  cover is
sues o f public importance—that guarded against the risk o f 
self-censorship. I t  also overlooks die need for a comparative 
judgment: even i f  the regulation produced some measure o f  
self-censorship, broadcasting still might be more varied, more 
keyed to public issues, i f  regulated than if  not. Admittedly, such 
a judgment is largely an empirical matter, and while we as 
citizens might choose to defer to the FCC (if only because it 
looked at the facts in a systematic way), I believe that Congress 
had every right to make its own decision on the issue and, 
furthermore, that the President, who undertook no empirical 
inquiry whatsoever, had an obligation to defer to it.

In truth, the attack on the Fairness Doctrine was neither 
technologically nor empirically inspired. It was a battle over 
ideology and principle, based on conflicting interpretations o f 
the First Amendment and its guarantee o f freedom o f the press. 
The FCC and the President believed that the judgment o f 
the Supreme Court in R ed Lion—specifically that the Fairness 
Doctrine was consistent with freedom o f the press—was simply 
wrong. Offhand, this might seem to be a gross usurpation by 
the President and the FCC o f a power that rightly belongs to 
the Supreme Court. After all, we have been taught for almost 
two centuries now that the Supreme Court is the final arbiter 
o f the Constitution.

In my view, however, the events o f 1987 did not constitute
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an unconstitutional usurpation. When President Reagan and 
the FCC repudiated Red Limy they were not taking the law 
into their own hands but merely drawing the natural and 
logical conclusions from the doctrine the Supreme Court had 
developed in the years following that decision. The President 
and the FCC were only doing what the Supreme Court did 
not have the opportunity, or perhaps the courage, to do.

This change in constitutional doctrine did not happen all at 
once but rather at three distinct moments. In the first, CBS v. 
D N C,1S the Court itself cast doubt upon the constitutional vi
ability o f R ed Lion by drawing a distinction between two ques
tions, permissibility (Is the Fairness Doctrine constitutionally 
permissible?) and obligation (Is the Fairness Doctrine obliga
tory?). It then answered the second question in a way that 
undermined the answer it had given to the first in R ed Lion.

CBS v. D NC  arose in the early 1970s from an attempt by a 
public interest group to run an “editorial advertisement” on a 
radio station criticizing the United States’ involvement in the 
Vietnam War. The station refused to run the ad, for purely 
business reasons, and the FCC refused to require the station 
to accept the editorial advertisement. In 1973 the Supreme 
Court—now sharply divided—upheld the decision o f the FCC 
and rested its decision on grounds that ultimately called R ed  
Lion  into question.

The First Amendment is phrased in negative terms, provid
ing that Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom o f 
the press. Obligations can arise from such negatively worded 
provisions, but they are remedial in nature and conditioned 
upon a showing that a state agency violated the provision. A 
school board has an obligation to desegregate its schools only 
if it can first be shown to have violated the Equal Protection 
Clause (also worded negatively) by having operated its schools 
on a segregated basis. But how, it is fair to ask, could the FCC 
be deemed to have violated the First Amendment when it
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seems to have taken no action—when it only refused to order 
the radio station to revise its policy against accepting editorial 
advertisements?

Suppose a large number o f police officers on duty on a street 
corner in Manhattan are listening to a soap-box orator de
nounce the American involvement in Vietnam.19 An angry 
crowd approaches the speaker, but the police do nothing. They 
turn a blind eye, letting the crowd beat and silence the speaker. 
In this scenario, I think no one would have trouble saying that 
the police’s inaction constituted a form o f action and that 
under the First Amendment the speaker could seek damages 
against the police or an injunction aimed at preventing future 
neglect on their part. Inaction does not always equal action, 
but sometimes it does, in circumstances where we have a right 
to expect and demand certain action by a state agency. We had 
such a right in the case o f the police, and an analogous one 
with the FCC. After all, the FCC licenses private institutions 
to do business, is fully aware o f the consequences o f  its inac
tion, and is under a statutory duty to make certain that the 
broadcast industry serves the “public interest.”

During the Warren Court era, inaction was ordinarily treated 
as action when a special relationship, such as that between li
censee and licensor, existed.20 In 1973, when CBS v. D N C  was 
handed down, those precedents still had considerable force, as 
the transition from one judicial era to the next had not yet been 
fully effectuated. Thus, the Supreme Court’s decision to up
hold the FCC could not be seen as resting on the view that 
the FCC had not “acted” in the constitutionally relevant sense. 
It  is far more plausible to read the Court’s decision as resting 
on other grounds, and in that vein two propositions suggest 
themselves: ( I )  the radio station, but not the crowd in my 
example, could make claim to the First Amendment to protect 
its behavior, or (2) the refusal o f  the radio station to carry
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editorial advertisements posed less o f a threat to First Amend
ment values than did the crowd beating a street-corner speaker.

The first o f these propositions denies that the jurisdiction of 
the state to regulate the press is as great as its authority to 
regulate the behavior o f a crowd. The second doubts whether 
the goal to be served by state regulation o f the radio station is 
compelling. Although either proposition makes the FC C ’s de
cision not to intervene more justifiable than the analogous 
decision o f the police in the hypothetical case o f the street-cor
ner speaker, it should be emphasized that relying on either or 
both o f these propositions tended to undermine R ed Lion. 
They rendered suspect any effort by the FCC to regulate the 
radio station in order to broaden its reportage.

In CBS v. D N C  the Court distinguished the permissibility 
question from the obligation question. Soon thereafter the 
Court introduced another distinction into the law—this time 
between broadcasting and publishing— and cast further doubt 
on the validity o f R ed Lion. In the new case, M iam i H erald v. 
Tornilloy21 the Court invalidated a Florida right-to-reply statute 
even though that law operated in much the same manner as 
the Fairness Doctrine. In the M iam i H erald  case, a union of
ficial running for the Florida legislature wanted to respond to 
a vicious editorial in the city's leading newspaper and was 
authorized to do so by the state statute. The Court’s decision 
rebuffing the official and striking down the statute was pre
sented as necessary to protect the autonomy o f  editors to 
decide what to publish and how. But once it became law, there 
was reason to ask, as the FCC and the President eventually did 
(though only rhetorically): Why aren’t broadcasters entitled to 
the same measure o f  autonomy as newspapers? After all, they 
are also part o f the press.

One possible answer emphasizes the difference in the source 
o f the property rights o f the various media. The property rights
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o f a newspaper are shaped by many forces, including the com
mon law and statutes that are, by and large, applicable to all 
businesses. Broadcasters operate under these same laws but 
have one additional property right—an exclusive license giving 
them permission to use a particular broadcast frequency. This 
license is conferred by a deliberate and institutionally specific 
decision by the state intended to avoid interferences on the 
electromagnetic spectrum.

Admittedly, this licensing arrangement is relevant in a case 
like CBS v. D N C  for deciding whether the failure o f  the FCC 
to regulate broadcasters in a certain way is a form o f  action. In 
such a case, the Court is deciding whether the FCC has an 
obligation to regulate. But the presence o f the licensing con
nection has no relevance when the question before the Court 
is whether it is permissible for the state to regulate. The state 
can regulate a wholly private entity, licensed or unlicensed. In 
addressing the permissibility question, the Court is determin
ing the scope o f the autonomy conferred by the First Amend
ment, which, in turn, should depend on the function o f  the 
institution in society and what it needs to perform that role, 
not on the source o f  its property rights or the particular dy
namics that gave rise to them. In setting the bounds o f auton
omy allowed by the rule o f  New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, the 
Court has always looked to social function, not the source o f  
property rights, and in that context has held broadcasting and 
newspapers to the exact same standard.

In rejecting this approach and thus drawing a distinction 
between publishing and broadcasting, the Court encircled Red 
Lion and narrowed its scope, just as it had done the year before. 
In CBS v. D N C  the Court held that although it was constitu
tionally permissible for the FCC to regulate broadcasters in 
order to protect the robustness o f public debate, there was no 
obligation on the FCC to further that value. Now, as M iam i
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H erald  proclaimed, the state was prohibited from regulating 
newspapers to achieve the same end. Moreover, like CBS v. 
D N Q  M iam i H erald  rested on premises that cast serious 
doubt upon the continued validity o f even so narrow a ruling. 
The Court spoke o f the Florida statute as though it were im
posing a “penalty” on the newspaper for expressing its view,22 
a wholly unjustified characterization but a characterization 
which, if  it could be applied to the Florida right-of-reply stat
ute, could be applied to the Fairness Doctrine (and, for that 
matter, to any kind o f libel action, even the type allowed under 
New Tork Times Co. v. Sullivan). To resolve the conflict with 
R ed Lion, M iam i H erald  employed a technique that a literary 
critic might call erasure by omission: it did not cite, refer to, 
distinguish, or in any way even mention R ed Lion. Perhaps the 
author o f the Court’s opinion in M iam i H erald, Chief Justice 
Warren Burger, thought R ed Lion  would simply go away if  he 
pretended that it did not exist.

CBS v. DNC  was decided in 1973, M iam i H erald  in 1974. 
For the remainder o f the decade, R ed Lion  seemed a precedent 
o f little force. Then, in 1981, the Court upheld a special pro
vision o f the Communications Act that prohibited willful and 
repeated refusals by broadcasters to sell air time to legally qual
ified candidates for federal office 23 This decision gave some life 
to R ed Lion—here it was actually cited— but only to a limited 
degree. Most thought the 1981 decision reflected a special 
accommodation to the federal electoral process and a deter
mined effort by Congress to reform it.

In 1986, as the privatization and deregulation movement 
gained greater and greater strength and the more extravagant 
versions o f  capitalism and liberalism seized the Zeitgeist, the 
Court found in the interstices o f  the First Amendment a right 
that made R ed Lion  and all that it stood for even more unten
able: the right not to have unwelcome words put in one’s
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mouth. Despite its unexpected source, the announcement o f 
this right constituted the third, and perhaps most decisive, 
blow to R ed Lion.

In the case in question, Pacific Gas &  Electric Co. v. Public 
Utilities Commission,2+ the California utility commission re
quired a power company to allow a citizen group that moni
tored the rate-setting process to use the so-called extra space 
in the utility company's billing envelope to reach the public. 
The “extra space” was the room in the envelope that could 
accommodate an insert without increasing the minimum post
age charge. That space had been used in the past by the power 
company for distributing its own newsletter, “Progress,” and 
was now allocated by the utility commission to the citizen 
group four times a year. The rationale for the regulation was 
the same as that underlying the Fairness Doctrine or the Flor
ida right-to-reply statute— to give the public both sides o f the 
story. In striking down the regulation, the Court did not dis
pute the need for the citizen group's information, nor did it 
doubt the worthiness o f the purpose o f the regulation, but 
thought the First Amendment, as a matter o f  principle, pro
hibited the state from requiring the power company to carry 
in its billing envelope a message that the company found of
fensive or odious or with which it disagreed.

Although the context seems highly specialized, the signifi
cance o f Pacific Gas &  Electric for state regulation o f  the press 
was immediately recognized. The author o f  the plurality opin
ion, Justice Lewis Powell, made reference to the earlier decision 
o f the Court invalidating the Florida right-to-reply statute to 
support his decision,25 and when, the very next year, the FCC 
took on the Fairness Doctrine and announed it would no lon
ger follow Red Lion, it relied in part on Pacific Gas &  Electric.26 
I f  it violates the First Amendment to require a utility company 
to carry in its billing envelope a message that it finds offensive,
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it should be equally unlawful, so the FCC reasoned, to require 
a network to broadcast a show that it finds objectionable.

Regulations o f the type involved in R ed Lion  or Pacific Gas 
&  Electric entailed a compromise o f the company’s property 
rights and a loss o f the economic value associated with those 
rights. The mandated message or program necessarily dis
placed an article or program that a company deemed more 
profitable. The company’s displaced message can only be car
ried if  extra pages are added or the broadcast day extended or, 
in the case o f the power company, extra postage is added. 
Although the economic loss may be small, its reality cannot be 
denied.

This economic loss is o f  no constitutional significance, how
ever, certainly not under the First Amendment, and not even 
under the provision o f  the Fifth Amendment which mandates 
that no property shall be taken for public use without compen
sation. The economic loss is neither severe nor localized, and 
thus, in contrast to  a state’s decision to condemn a private 
home in order to erect a highway, presents none o f  the special 
conditions that are required to transform a regulation into a 
taking or confiscation o f  property.

In fact, the Justices appeared unanimous in Pacific Gas &  
Electric in denying that the regulation by the utility commis
sion amounted to a confiscation o f the power company’s prop
erty; and in reaching that conclusion they gave no weight to 
the fact that the power company was a regulated monopoly. A 
few years earlier the Court rejected an analogous claim for 
compensation and upheld a decision o f the California Supreme 
Court that gave political activists, as a matter o f state law, access 
to a private shopping center.27 The same principle controlled in 
Pacific Gas &  Electric and presumably would apply to the press.

The free speech claim upheld in Pacific Gas &  Electric arose 
not from the economic loss suffered but rather from the fact
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that the owners o f the company were being compelled to sup
port financially views or ideas to which they did not subscribe 
and in fact actually detested. It is hard, however, to turn this 
objection into a viable principle o f constitutional law without 
dismantling the modern democratic state. The entire taxation 
system is predicated on the notion that money taken from citi
zens may be used to support activities that some or many de
test: wars, the construction o f ugly highways and office build
ings, parades, lectures at state universities, and many o f the 
books on the shelves o f the public libraries. Such compelled 
financial support is seen as an obligation o f citizenship, neces
sary to serve community purposes. With regulations o f  the type 
we are considering—those that give political activists reason
able access to the public—the community purpose is the pres
ervation o f the democratic process itself. Having one’s prop
erty or wealth used to support activities that one detests is 
widely held to be a price o f citizenship in a democracy.

When the power o f the state is exercised not through taxa
tion but through a grant o f access to someone’s property or 
through a requirement that a station present an argument or 
viewpoint it does not believe, there is an additional risk. The 
views expressed may be attributed by the audience to the pub
lisher or station or, in the case o f Pacific Gas &  Electric, to the 
power company, rather than to the person or organiza
tion given access. That is why the right evoked in Pacific Gas 
&  Electric is variously described not as a right not to speak 
but as a right against forced association or, even better, a right 
against false attribution. It is doubtful, however, that any
one would falsely attribute the ideas presented in the citizen 
group’s newsletter to the utility company or, in the press con
text, to the publisher or the television station. In any event, 
the danger o f false attribution can be dealt with by a disclaimer
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that, for example, “the ideas presented are not those o f the 
station”; a blanket denial o f regulatory power is not necessary.

IN 1987 the FCC decided that the Fairness Doctrine was un
constitutional, and President Reagan took a similar position in 
vetoing the congressional effort to restore it. In these actions, 
as we have seen, the FCC and the President were not taking 
the law into their own hands but only drawing the obvious 
conclusion from the three decisions— CBS v. DNC, M iam i 
H erald, and Pacific Gas &  Electric—that emptied R ed Lion o f 
its animating spirit and put an end to the effort to limit the 
autonomy o f the press in the name o f freedom.

In the years immediately following the confrontation o f 
1987, Congress has been unable to reinstate the Fairness Doc
trine, and the political forces that might have be expected to 
look upon it with favor seem to have turned elsewhere. Even 
Mario Cuomo has chosen to denounce it.28 In 1992, however, 
Congress enacted a measure that regulated the cable industry 
in the name o f these same values, and in June 1994 the Su
preme Court handed down a decision, Turner Broadcasting 
System v. FCC,29 that spoke to the constitutionality o f that 
regulation. The Court’s decision revealed how empty a prece
dent R ed Lion had finally become.

The statute challenged in Turner Broadcasting did not regu
late a familiar member o f the press—a newspaper or a television 
or radio station— but rather cable operators. Cable operators 
are the gatekeepers o f the cable industry. They purchase pro
grams from outside sources, including broadcasters and cable 
programmers, and then transmit these programs to subscribers 
in much the way that the telephone company transmits voices. 
A wire brings the signal o f the cable operator into the house.
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Cable operators need to use public streets and rights o f way 
for their wires, and accordingly they are licensed or franchised 
by a city or state government. Most localities are served by only 
one cable operator. In the 1992 Cable Act, Congress sought 
to regulate the power o f cable operators to choose among its 
sources o f programming; it required that a certain number o f 
cable channels be committed to retransmitting the programs 
o f local broadcasters.30 This would limit the channels available 
for cable programmers, and they joined the cable operators in 
their effort to  overturn the Act.

Over the years the cable industry has grown enormously. 
Today, sixty percent o f American homes with television sets 
subscribe to cable. That still leaves forty percent dependent on 
broadcasting for their television, however. In  some instances, 
cable is not available in the area; in others, persons cannot 
afford the fee to subscribe or choose to put their money else
where. Congress feared that cable operators, who are some
times economically tied to cable programmers, might decide 
not to carry or retransmit the programs o f  local broadcasters. 
This action by cable operators would impair the economic 
position o f the broadcasting industry, perhaps bringing it to 
the point o f collapse. Once broadcasters failed, many homes—  
some portion o f the forty percent that do not now have ca
ble—would not be served by any television whatsoever. The 
must-carry provisions o f  the 1992 regulation could be seen as 
a protection against this risk’s ever materializing.

In the days o f R ed Lion, Turner Broadcasting would have 
been an easy case, but twenty-five years later all the premises 
had changed. The Court was fragmented, and no majority 
could be found to  uphold the congressional regulation. All that 
unified the Court was a distrust o f  government. One block o f 
Justices, which included Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Sandra Day 
O ’Connor, as well as Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas,
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took this distrust to an extreme. They declared the must-carry 
provisions o f the 1992 Cable Act a violation o f the First 
Amendment.

Another group o f four manifested their distrust by remand
ing the case for yet another round o f litigation. The trial court 
was instructed to scrutinize more rigorously the stated purpose 
o f Congress and the means chosen to further those ends. Is 
the broadcasting industry genuinely in jeopardy? Might there 
be less restrictive means for achieving this purpose? On both 
these issues, the burden o f proof was squarely placed on the 
shoulders o f the government, not on those attacking the regu
lation (cable operators and programmers). Also, a certain will
ingness to second-guess Congress was manifest. Justice An
thony Kennedy, principal spokesperson for this group, 
reminded the trial court to which the case was remanded o f 
the obligation o f the judiciary “to exercise independent judg
ment when First Amendment rights are implicated.”31 Over
looking the fact that the First Amendment was on both sides 
o f the issue—it informed the interest served by the congres
sional legislation as well as the one threatened by it—Kennedy 
insisted that it was the job o f the judiciary “to assure that, in 
formulating its judgments, Congress has drawn reasonable in
ferences based on substantial evidence.”32

The ninth Justice— John Paul Stevens—was prepared to  up
hold the 1992 Act. He did not dispute Justice Kennedy’s 
formulation o f the standard o f review; in declaring the 1992 
Act lawful, he simply applied that standard differendy to the 
existing record and came to the opposite conclusion. In the 
end, however, he backed away from this conclusion and sup
ported the position Kennedy had taken: remand for another 
trial. Justice Stevens justified this odd reversal as needed to 
form a judgment for the Court. His willingness to compro
mise might be taken as a fair indication o f either his sense o f
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institutional responsibility or the shallowness o f  his attachment 
to the views he expressed, or both.

Large portions o f  Justice Kennedy’s opinion did not focus 
on the immediate issue before the Court—the constitutionality 
o f the must-carry provisions o f the 1992 Cable Act—but in
stead provided a primer on the cable industry and on the 
constitutional principles governing the press. (Before becom
ing a Justice, Anthony Kennedy had been a law professor in 
California.) These portions o f  his opinion—obiter dictum, if  I 
ever saw it—were endorsed by a majority o f  the Justices; in 
fact, his description o f the cable industry was “unanimous.” In  
this exposition R ed Lion made an appearance and was treated 
as though it were good law, without mention o f  the constitu
tional confrontation o f 1987. This was, however, simply a 
judicial courtesy.

For one thing, Kennedy mentioned R ed Lion  only to limit 
it strictly to broadcasting. According to Kennedy, “The justi
fication for our distinct approach to broadcast regulation rests 
upon the unique physical limitations o f  the broadcast me
dium.”33 He was referring to the fact that broadcasters transmit 
their signal in unique bands on the electromagnetic spectrum 
and that noninterfering frequencies are, as a purely physical 
matter, scarce or limited. Kennedy acknowledged that “courts 
and commentators have criticized the scarcity rationale since 
its inception,”34 but he refused to transcend the bounds that 
rationale placed on R ed Lion. Indeed, he refused to extend 
the R ed Lion  approach to cable operators even though he 
repeatedly spoke o f them as exercising “bottleneck monopoly 
power.”35 Under these circumstances, it is hard to think o f  R ed  
Lion and its endorsement o f state power as anything other than 
a stray, living at the margins o f  the law, a formal vestige o f 
another era, soon to be overtaken by technological advances 
that will shrink almost to nothing the practical significance o f 
the domain it controls.
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On the other hand, the branch o f constitutional law that 
endows the press with an almost absolute autonomy from 
access regulations o f the type endorsed in R ed Lion—M iam i 
H erald  and Pacific Gas &  Electric—is treated in Kennedy’s 
opinion as being in full force. According to him, the must- 
carry provisions o f the 1992 Cable Act should be governed by 
an intermediate, as opposed to strict, standard o f review, but 
only because he is able to distinguish them from M iam i H erald  
and Pacific Gas &  Electric. The laws in those cases, he insisted, 
were content regulations, requiring the strictest scrutiny. He 
was unwilling to characterize the must-carry provisions o f the 
1992 Act in similar terms and thus was able to judge them 
under the laxer standard. Kennedy argued that the protection 
for broadcasting was not content based, but rather was predi
cated on a desire to ensure a continuation o f television service 
to the forty percent o f American homes without cable.

The four dissenters bitterly complained o f  this feature o f 
Kennedy’s analysis. They saw the must-carry provision as a 
species o f content regulation pure and simple and thus subject 
to the most exacting scrutiny—a scrutiny that few laws can 
survive. They claimed that must-carry provisions privileging 
local broadcasters over potential cable programmers necessarily 
entailed a preference for the content o f broadcast television. 
The dissenters considered the possible justifications for such a 
preference— a “diversity o f viewpoints,” “localism,” or “edu
cation,” in Justice O ’Connor’s terms— but not surprisingly 
found them all wanting under the rigors o f strict scrutiny. This 
test requires that the end served by a law be compelling and 
that the means employed in the law be almost perfectly adapted 
for the pursuit o f that end.

Since the dissenters were prepared to strike down the must- 
carry provisions o f the 1992 Cable Act on these grounds, it is 
not difficult to imagine what they would do with a law that 
sought to regulate the press in the mode the FCC once did in
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R ed Lion . Such a law is clearly an instance o f  content regula
tion, and if  the desire to present the public with a diversity o f 
viewpoints is not sufficient to justify the must-carry provisions 
o f the 1992 Cable Act, it is hard to see how it could justify 
the Fairness Doctrine. Justice O ’Connor was one vote short o f 
a majority in Turner Broadcasting itself, but on this larger issue 
she seemed to capture the spirit o f the entire Court. Because 
Kennedy applied a laxer standard o f  review, he did not need to 
address the questions O ’Connor did, specifically whether di
versity o f viewpoints, localism, or education were compelling 
interests. But that seemed to be Kennedy’s essential strategy— 
at all costs, avoid the characterization that the must-carry pro
visions are a species o f content regulation, even to the point o f 
denying that public broadcasting, also preferred by the must- 
carry provisions, tends to be educational or otherwise have any 
special content. His efforts to implement this strategy appear 
so studied and so strained as to suggest that if  the must-carry 
provisions were a form o f content regulation—for example, 
intended to present the public with a diversity o f viewpoints or 
otherwise enhance public understanding—he or someone else 
who joined him would have sided with O ’Connor and voted 
to strike down the law. In the end, a majority o f the Justices 
were persuaded to remand the 1992 Cable Act for further 
factual inquiries, placing all the burdens on the government, 
but it is unlikely that they would be so indecisive with a law 
that specifically limited the autonomy o f the press in order to 
assure full and ample coverage o f matters o f public importance. 
Content regulation is content regulation, even if  the entity 
being regulated operates under a government license— as a 
reference to Pacific Gas &  Electric makes clear.

In the domain o f allocations, state programs seeking to di
versify the press have fared much better, at least at the consti
tutional level. In 1990 a closely divided Supreme Court upheld 
the congressionally mandated policy o f the FCC that gave
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preference to racial minorities in the award or assign
ment o f broadcasting licenses. The assumption in that case, 
Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC,*6 was that race is a proxy 
for viewpoint and that minority owners would exercise the 
discretion allowed to them by the market-—however small that 
might be— to diversify programming and thus to enrich public 
debate.

The Justices divided over the equal protection claim. Justice 
Brennan used Justice Powell’s opinion in Bakke?7 as his guide 
and formed a majority to uphold the FCC. He ruled that the 
FC C ’s desire to obtain a diversity o f viewpoints was a 
sufficiently worthy purpose to justify the use o f race in the 
allocative process. I f  diversity can justify affirmative action in 
higher education, it should be sufficient to  justify it on the air 
waves. Once again, the dissenting position was primarily ar
ticulated by Justice O ’Connor. She objected to the laxness o f 
the standard o f review used by Justice Brennan—in her view, 
only compelling purposes could justify racial preferences, and 
diversity o f viewpoints lacked that urgent quality. She also 
thought using race as an allocative criterion was an inadequate 
means o f assuring that diversity; race is not tied to viewpoint. 
Justice Brennan countered by pointing to the role Congress 
played in the formation o f that policy and explained why it is 
good and proper for the Court to show that institution a 
measure o f deference. In the end, Brennan had his way in 
Metro Broadcasting, but the balance o f power soon shifted. On 
the very day that decision was handed down, Brennan retired 
from the Court, and a number o f others who formed his 
majority soon followed— first Marshall (1991), then White 
(1993), and then Blackmun (1994). By June 1995 O ’Connor 
was able to form a new majority dedicated to overruling Metro 
Broadcasting on the racial issue.38 All racial preferences must 
be judged by the strictest o f scrutiny.

On the matter o f free speech, however, Metro Broadcasting
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can be read as a more durable but somewhat unusual prece
dent—law by assumption. Its power in this domain derived 
from the fact that no one voiced a First Amendment objection 
to the policy o f the FCC. O ’Connor expressed some qualms 
with measures “designed to amplify a distinct set o f views or 
the views o f  a particular class o f speakers,”39 but for the most 
part all the Justices assumed that the First Amendment did not 
prevent the FCC from allocating broadcast licenses in such a 
way as to create program diversity or otherwise enhance the 
robustness o f public debate. In this respect, the FCC was the 
beneficiary o f the constitutional indifference to allocations that 
surfaced so clearly in Rustv. Sullivan. In Rust the Court upheld 
a regulation that prohibited employees o f federally funded fam
ily planning clinics from advocating on behalf o f the right to 
undergo an abortion, though they were free to advocate 
against it. This ruling manifested a constitutional indifference 
to the way the government manages its allocative programs, 
and though that indifference is problematic as a purely theo
retical matter, it has certain practical benefits: Content judg
ments are allowed the state. The Court’s stance on allocations 
saved the preferential policies at issue in Metro Broadcasting 
from a First Amendment attack and might even help keep 
public broadcasting alive.

Over the years political opposition to the use o f federal funds 
to support public broadcasting has been growing, and in the 
months following the congressional elections o f November 
1994 this opposition has been especially fierce. This has oc
curred against a background which assumes—incorrectly, I 
believe—that the Constitution is indifferent as to the existence 
o f public broadcasting. This indifference has aided the oppo
sition in the limited sense that it has remitted the defenders o f 
public broadcasting to the fortunes o f politics; but so far not 
one opponent has contended that the Corporation for Public
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Broadcasting is unconstitutional. We should be grateful for 
that, but I cannot help wondering whether it is only a matter 
o f time before Pacific Gas &  Electricy one o f the principal 
instruments used by the present Court to curb the regulatory 
state, will be used to create a constitutional doubt about the 
allocative state and its programs to broaden the coverage o f 
the press.

Some read Pacific Gas &  Electric as resting on the rule 
against content regulation. A far more plausible interpretation 
sees it as affirming the right o f citizens not to have their 
property used by the government to support an activity they 
detest. The affirmation o f this right occurred in the regulatory 
context, but it seems fair to ask whether that right might also 
bar the government from using any taxes collected from citi
zens to support programs or publications that present views 
they find abhorrent. In Pacific Gas &  Electric itself, Justice 
Powell’s opinion contained a single sentence disclaiming any 
intent to limit the state’s power to allocate; he thought the 
regulation o f the utility commission unconstitutional but said 
he saw no objection to having the commission subsidize the 
public interest group’s activities out o f funds generated 
through a tax on the utility. Yet I  wonder whether, in time, the 
logic o f the decision will overwhelm his disclaimer.

In the spring o f 1993 Judge Morris Arnold o f the Eighth 
Circuit— appointed to the federal district court by President 
Reagan and then elevated to the Court o f Appeals by President 
Bush, and a favorite on the lecture circuit o f the Federalist 
Society—delivered a lecture at the Yale Law School arguing for 
an extension o f the principle o f Pacific Gas &  Electric to the 
allocative domain. He chose his target well: the NEA, which, 
in the wake o f the Mapplethorpe controversy, stands as the 
most vulnerable o f all speech-related subsidy programs. Some 
liberals are as doubtful about its constitutionality as are the
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conservatives. But if  Pacific Gas &  Electric can be applied to 
the NEA and be used to render that allocative program uncon
stitutional, certainly a similar argument can be voiced against 
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. In  that instance, the 
allocative state will, as a matter o f constitutional law, have been 
brought under the same regime that now governs the regula
tory one; free press will have become reduced to free enter
prise, and the fate o f our democracy will be placed wholly in 
the hands o f the market.
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The law never changes all at once—new law builds on the old. 
But at some point the changes become so numerous and so 
firmly entrenched that we can declare a new beginning. Over 
the past twenty-five years a new Court has come into being, 
and with it a new First Amendment jurisprudence.

This new jurisprudence is defined by a number o f decisions 
that have figured prominently in current debates: on issues 
relating to the press, M iam i H erald  and Pacific Gas &  Electric; 
on campaign finance, Buckley v. Valeo; on hate speech and 
arguably the feminist campaign against pornography, R.A.V. v. 
St. Paul; and on public funding o f speech-related activities, 
including the arts, Rust v. Sullivan. These five decisions repre
sent a turn away from a democratic theory o f the First Amend
ment and a move toward a more libertarian one. Common to 
all these decisions is a marked hostility toward the state and a 
refusal to acknowledge the role the state can play in furthering 
freedom o f speech.

In the allocative context, this oudook resulted in a concep
tion o f speech-related subsidies as nothing more than gifts,
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which has led to a willingness— so manifest in Rust v. Sulli
van—to tolerate virtually any limits on subsidy programs, even 
those that distort public discourse. The Court has refused to 
acknowledge the possibility that subsidies might well serve First 
Amendment purposes by freeing education, libraries, art, and 
other activities that enrich public deliberations from a strict 
dependence on the market and aggregations o f private wealth.

In the regulatory sphere, this same wariness toward the state 
has had even more unfortunate consequences: It yielded not 
just an indifference to but rather an invalidation o f a wide 
variety o f legislative and executive measures intended to grant 
citizens more equality in the public arena and to promote free 
and open debate. Struck down were a congressional enactment 
that limited campaign expenditures (in Buckley v. Valeo); a mu
nicipal ordinance regulating hate speech (in R.A.V. v. St. Paul); 
a state statute granting access to newspapers for the purpose o f  
replying to personal attacks (in M iam i H erald); and a regula
tion o f a state utility commission that conferred access to a 
citizens’ group (in Pacific Gas &  Electric). The force o f these 
decisions were manifest in the Turner Broadcasting debacle o f 
1994, which left the 1992 Cable Act still in doubt. They were 
even more in play in the odd constitutional confrontation o f 
1987, when the FCC refused to follow R ed Lion  and President 
Reagan declared Congress’s effort to restore the Fairness Doc
trine unconstitutional and vetoed it.

The new jurisprudence reflected the popular political phi
losophy o f  its time. The 1970s and 1980s in America were 
characterized by calls for deregulation, rhetoric about balanced 
budgets, taxpayer revolts, the New Federalism, and privati
zation. The tenets o f orthodox capitalism and classical liberal
ism achieved great currency, and they received dramatic and 
only slightly belated confirmation by developments in the East: 
the revolutions in Eastern Europe in 1989 and the eventual
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collapse o f the Soviet Union in 1991. Save for the Carter 
intermezzo (1976  to 1980), in which no vacancies occurred 
on the High Court, the Republicans controlled the White 
House for a quarter century and during this period made 
decisive appointments to the Court. By 1992, when George 
Bush was defeated and Bill Clinton elected, Republicans had 
appointed eight o f the nine sitting Justices. Byron White was 
the only Justice who remained from the days o f the Warren 
Court.

These fortuities o f  history no doubt account for many o f  the 
changes in Supreme Court doctrine and for the emergence o f 
a new outlook on the First Amendment. But too heavy an 
emphasis on these historical developments and the resulting 
personnel changes might mislead in one important respect: It  
risks trivializing the shift in doctrine and creates the mistaken 
impression that delivery from the new First Amendment juris
prudence is easily at hand— that a few more appointments are 
all that is needed. In my view something much deeper is afoot. 
Granted, a number o f the crucial decisions o f the Burger and 
Rehnquist Courts sharply divided the Justices, and it is there
fore quite conceivable, maybe even likely, that with a different 
group o f Justices a different result would have been reached. 
Buckley v. Valeo, Rust v. Sullivan, and R.A . V v. St. Paul might 
fit this description. But this most certainly is not the case with 
M iam i H erald  and Pacific Gas &  Electric, crucial precedents 
for the Turner Broadcasting decision, and even more tellingly 
in the Court’s 1995 decision involving the Boston St. Patrick’s 
Day parade. In the Boston case Justice Souter wrote an opinion 
that all other Justices, including the two Clinton appointees, 
joined. Souter held unconstitutional a requirement that an 
Irish-American gay, lesbian, and bisexual group be allowed to 
participate in the parade.1 That requirement, Souter reasoned, 
violated the principles o f M iam i H erald  and Pacific Gas &
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Electric that gave the speaker the “autonomy to choose the 
content o f his own message.”2

M iam i H erald  was virtually a unanimous decision, and 
though Pacific Gas &  Electric divided the Court, both Justice 
Marshall and Justice Brennan— architects o f  much o f the juris
prudence o f the Warren Court—were part o f  the majority. 
There was a separate concurrence by Brennan in M iam i H erald  
and one by Marshall in Pacific Gas &  Electricy sure signs o f 
their unease, but in the end they cast their lot with the majority. 
It is possible that these two giants o f the law had a temporary 
lapse or were themselves captured by the times, but it is equally 
possible that they saw in the resurgent libertarianism o f M iam i 
H erald  and Pacific Gas &  Electric a truth from which they 
could not shake themselves.

The appeal o f a decision like M iam i H erald  is easy to under
stand. Although it curbed the power o f the state to broaden 
public discussion, it accords well with the tradition o f auton
omy long enjoyed by the press in this country. The arguments 
o f Pacific Gas &  Electric may seem more contrived—no more 
than a clever transmogrification o f a failed property claim into 
speech— but that reading ignores the roots o f that decision 
in the First Amendment tradition. In striking down the Cali
fornia regulation, Justice Powell made an appeal to one o f the 
most venerable precedents o f American constitutional law— the 
1943 decision in West Virginia v. Barnette? In this heroic 
decision the Supreme Court resisted the patriotic fervor sweep
ing the nation and chose rather to protect the right o f Jeho
vah’s Witness schoolchildren to refuse to salute the flag, in 
keeping with their religious principles.

I appreciate the appeal o f Barnette for the Court, and for 
Marshall and Brennan in particular, but it also seems to me 
that a crucial distinction was lost. In Barnette the power o f the 
state was being used to perpetuate an orthodoxy or to impose
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a dogma, and thus righdy should be curbed. By contrast, in 
Pacific Gas &  Electric, M iam i H erald, and the other cases that 
bespeak o f  the First Amendment libertarianism, the state had 
another purpose in mind. The state, through regulation, was 
trying to enhance the robustness o f  public debate, not impose 
an orthodoxy, and had chosen a means seemingly well fitted 
to serve that end. In this context, the rule o f Barnette, so noble 
in its conception, seems entirely misplaced. The autonomy 
protected by the First Amendment and rightly enjoyed by 
individuals and the press is not an end in itself, as it might be 
in some moral code, but is rather a means to further the 
democratic values underlying the Bill o f  Rights.

What is needed, therefore, is not a few more appointments 
(though they will help) but an improved sense o f proportion. 
We must learn to embrace a truth that is full o f irony and 
contradiction: that the state can be both an enemy and a friend 
o f speech; that it can do terrible things to undermine democ
racy but some wonderful things to enhance it as well. This, I 
fear, is a complicated truth, far more complicated than we have 
allowed ourselves to admit for some time now, but which is 
still— I hope— not beyond our reach.
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